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BOWDOIN MUSICAL CLUBS

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Walt Elliott Says There’ll Be
Great Doings When Elks
Go To Camden.

ALL THE HOME NEWS
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

FRIDAY, MARCH 11
ROCKLAND FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
GLEE

AND

CLUB

CLUB

MANDOLIN

PERFORMERS
*
* 4
Concert given under auspices of the
35

KNOX

COUNTY

A

BOWDOIN

CLUB

DANCE

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation aud
On the eve of any big event there
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter* is more or less excitement, but Ihe
eat are solicited.
thunderoua rumblings and fast talk
Entered at the postofflee in Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.
about the
Rockland Elks-Camden
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, f.om 46d Main Street, Bock- Business Men’s Association pool and
land, Maine.
howling match has worked itself into

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1801 charmed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
***
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The soul without Imagination is what
••• an observatory would be without a tele- •••
scope.—Beecher.
.».

will follow the concert, given in HAVENER HALL,
with music by the Bowdoin Musicians
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REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

Tickets (including War Tax) to the concert 75 cents; to the dance.
50 cents. On sale at Huston-Tuttle’s, Johnston's Drug Store,
Thomas Sporting Goods Co., McDonald Drug Store (Thomaston).

For Mayor

JAMES E. STEVENS
Of Ward Three
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CUT FLOWERS

FLOWERING PLANTS
PALMS

FERNS

Floral Designs a Specialty

Glaentzel,

The
FLORIST

16 School st. Tei. ,20

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Coniervatories, Camden, Hains.

Telephone 135-2
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THE FOUNDATION OF GOVERNMENT
—IS—

Moder n Banking
It incorporates the .important Ideas for the safe and

conisrvative handling of money.
Why don’t you become part of such an institution by
opening an account with us?

4<~'

INTEREST PAID ON
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS ’ /O

Security Trust Company

Ward One.

Alderman—Lendon C. Jackson.
Councilmen—Fred J. Hull. Earle U.
Chaples and Charles L. Chase.
Warden—John Colson.
Ward Clerk—Miss Myrtle W. Her
rick.
Ward Two.

NOTICE
We will help you with your Income Tax. Notary Public always on hand

Alderman—Raphael S. Sherman.
, Councilmen—John M. Richardson,
Mrs. Ethel A. Campbell and Ralph W.
Hanscom.
Warden—Edmund B. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie F. Sim
mons.
Ward Four.

•.
Alderman—Austin W. Smith.
Councilmen—Horace E. I.a mb, Mrs.
Frances Ryder and Adriel U. Bird.
Warden—Edward A. Knowlton.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Mary B. Cooper.
Ward Five.

Alderman—Charles E. Merritt.
Councilmen1—Mrs. Nora Wilde, Lin
coln E. McRae n’nd Walter B. Knowl
ton.
Warden—Ralph R. Loring.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Hazel M. Anzalone.

Ward Six
Alderman—Edward C. Ingraham.
Councilmen—Ralph
P.
Conant.
Samuel C. Ayhvard and Miss Elsa M.
Hayden.
Warden—Frank E. Ayhvard.
Ward Clerk—Miss Sarah Litfell.
Alderman—Albert Winslow.
Councilmen—Willis Snow,
Mrs.
Beulah S. Oxton and Donald Farrand.
Warden—Rpckland L. Jones.
Ward Clerk—Miss Mary C. Ander
son.

Peerless Flour
In the pure white bag milled by the
Hardesty Milling Co.

Special Prices

^‘Standard of the World”

-ON-

You can always depend upon the quality of
PEERLESS. The standard is invariably main
tained.

RUBBER BOOTS

If you have never used PEERLESS;, try it for
your next baking. You will be delighted with the
results.

Child’s, 6 to lOtf,

$1.85

Misses, 11 to 2,

$2.25

Women’s, 2% to 8,

$150

Youths’, long leg, 11 to 2,

$2.75

Boys’, long leg, 3 to 6,

$3.75

Men’s, long leg, 6 to 10,

$4.50

Obtainable at your grocer’s.

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Tooths’ heather top Rubbers $1.50
Boys’ heather top Rubbers, $1.98

I. L. SNOW

Oxyacetylene Welding
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

I.

L. SNOW

Did you get a pair of those

CO.

Machinists, Steam Filters,
________ Boiler Makers_______

CO.

Rockland, Maine

PULLING OLD STUFF

CHAPMAN’S PRAISE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Try and have Charlie- Godfrey be
nice about this looking backward stuff.
I start something 40 years back and
along comes Charlie, goes me 10 years
better and makes it fifty years back.
He knows full well that if I try any of
that 50 year stuff I’ll fall down, and
then some guy will say, "I always
knew Boze was a liar." No tall hats
in my boyhod days. Derbys were just
coming in, and a young feller home
from sea wearing one needed a friend
in snow balling time. Yes, I was a
Good Templar and visited Seal Harbor
once upon a time. It must be more
than 35 years ago. It was probably
about the time I was getting $16.66 petmonth teaching school
in South
Thomaston and had money to burn.
You have a great memory Charlie.
How are the hens doing?
Boze.

Maine Festival Director Tells
I he Courier-Gazette About
Charles Marshall.

PATRIOTIC

NIGHT

SERMON

“MY CAPTAIN”

GREAT
SINGING
5 Co. National Guards
Our Guests
SUNDAY EVENING 7:15

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

MANK HIGH LINE

There was a close team match at
Kennedy’s alleys Thursday night when
a team headed by Jones pinned defeat
onto Smith’s team hy a margin of only
eight pins, Mank was top-notcher.
The summary:
Jones, 442; Staples, 448; Fuller, 449;
Freeman, 436; Sullivan, 462; total,
2237.
Smith, 414; Bartlett, 451; Cook, 433;
Dunsmore, 441; Mank, 490; total, 2229.

MARIANNE CROCKETT

Vocal Teacher
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephone 498-R.
27-40

WHEN IN BOSTON Every issue of Thr
Courier-Gazette is on f»‘»le Ly the Old South
News Co., Washington St , opposite foot of
School
Call around and Bet a copy of the
paper with tlie home news.
23-u

LIBERTY GLASS BAKING WARE
Special 79c Sale

Co-operate With Him.

Ward Three.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

20 TS-tf

a squall hitherto unheard of for any
kind of a jamboree. A great crowd ol
Rockland and Camden Elks will be
en hand at the rooms of the Camden
Business Men’s Association Tuesday
sight for the pool match, and a whale
of a hunch is going from Camden to
Rockland the night of March 11 when
the bowling takes place The great
trophy to be playedjfor is now being
built and will be a masterpiece w-hen
it is cornplefi>d. In the neighborhood
of 2,000 diamonds, moonstones and
near emeralds will be set in this work
of art to say nothing of the tourma
lines and small pieces of soap stone
used.
Both captains report drastic work
outs hy their men and are well sat
isfied with the showing they afe mak
ing. Turp Clark has gotten back in
to his old form again, so much so that
he trimmed his captain (Eternal Elli
ott) and they say down to Rockland
that Ulysses Mayo and Nonedescript
Soffayer have howled
themselves
hoarse. And it’s all worth a lot of
prtietice, for what a reputation some
crowd is going to get when it is done.
The supper and ceremony at the
windup will be on a scale to stagger
your imagination.
W. E.

Alderman—Frank A. Maxey.
Common Councilman—Putnam Per
ley Bicknell, Mrs. Eva M. Wisner and
Elmer B. Crockett.
WITH THE COUNTY AGENT
Warden—Mrs. Mary E. Nye.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Loreta V. Bick
How Knox and Lincoln Farmers Can
nell.
•

Ward Seven

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE POOL SHARKS

Volume 76................. Number 28.

Felt Slippers?

98c samples.

Plenty of them left

j

WOMEN'S RUBBERS
All sizes and kinds, 75c and 90c
Some sizes (to close),

49c

| Some Oxfords and Pumps, $1.98
Reduced prices on all
Leather Goods

A number of people do not quite un
derstand why the County Agent has
not been out to see them. Stop and
think the question over; there are
probably over 1000 farmers in Knox
and Lincoln counties, and if the
County Agent was to visit all of them
it would mean very nearly a year to do
that alone. This is where the Farm
Bureau comes in. Through this or
ganization the County Agent is able
to meet all the farmers in the counties
besides helping them out on difficult
problems at the same time.
Every organized community in Knox
and Lincoln county has a committee
who have charge of .various forms of
farming; they make arrangements and
do the advertising for all meetings and
demonstrations in their town.
The
County Agent or some member Ot the
extension service in the State per
forms the demonstration or gives a
lecture on some subject relating to
the work which the committeemen de
sire.
A calendar of work is sent eaeh
month to every committeeman show
ing the time when the work is to be
done in his town. A little later this
calendar of work will appear in the
Farm Bureau News, so that every
farmer will know when a certain form
of work is to be done. If you are not
a member of the Farm Bureau, get in
touch with someone who is and find
out what work is going to be done
next month in your town. It may be
on some subject which has been giving
yog trouble this last year.
Next year when someone asks you
if you- want to join the Farm Bureau,
don’t say. "Oh, 1 didn’t get anything
out of it last year. The County Agent
did not even call to see me."
The only way to get the full benefit
of the dollar which you put in is to at
tend every meeting held by the Farm
Bureau in your community. In every
case, the man who does not get the
full value of the dollar is the one who
sits back and does not attend any of
the meetings. Think of this next fall
when you are asked to renew your
membership in the Farm Bureau—was
it your fault or someone else’s that
you did not get any benefit out of the
Farm Bureau this last year?
——----------------<
CAPT. QUINLAN'S DEATH

,

A Baltimore newspaper gives the
following particulars of CapL Peter
Quinlan's death:
“Stricken with apoplexy while at
the wheel of his automobile yesterday
afternoon at Thirty-third street and
Greenmount
avenue, Capt.
Peter
Quinlan, a veteran master of sailing
vessels, became unconscious and died
a few hours later at Mercy Hospital.
In the machine with him were his
wife, Mrs. Jennie Earhart Quinlan,
and his daughter. Miss Maud C. Quin
lan. When Capt. Quinlan collapsed
the automobile ran uncontrolled for
some distance when the front wheels
swerved and ran into the parking in
the center of the street. Mrs. Quinlan
and her daughter escaped injury.
Neighbors who ran to the assistance
of those in the automobile, found
Captain Quinlan unconscious,
but
breathing. He was taken to Mercy
Hospital in his car by a man who
volunteered to operate it. He died
shortly after last midnight.
Capt. Quinlan lived on Alta avenue,
Overlea.’’

Starts at 9:00 A. M. MONDAY, MARCH 7

These goods will be replaced free of cost if they break
from oven heat

Regular prices are—
90c, $1.15, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, $1.65, $2.00

Everything Goes for 79c

EACH /9c EACH

—$r"
\ H,r’$
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Special 79c Sale
CF

Liberty Cooking Class
Cocking and Serving Ware
Guaranteed again.t breakage
ill the oven.
"Heatproof” flaw baking ulen.il..

VALUES LT TO 12 00

79c
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
406-408 MAIN STREET
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ATLANTIC FISHERMAN
MONTHLY PUBLICATION

'

CHOCK FULL

,

SEND FOR

OF

FISH

FREE SAMPLE

ATLANTIC

NEWS

COPY

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

FISHERMAN
A DEAL WITH FORTUNE

100 BOYLSTON STREET

Boston, Mass.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
White Street, near Limerock
ftev. A. E Scott, Rector
81 Pleasant Street. Telephone 29-M.

28-39

EVERYTHING IN
FOOTWEAR
(And Never Undersold)

HIGH CLASS MEMORIALS
In Stock—the new “MM” Finish for
Vermont Marble. It commends itself
particularly to those who know and
appreciate a Superior Product.

WALDOBORO

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main StM Rockland, Maine

services during Lent: 7.30, Holy
Communion: 10, Morning Prayer; 10 20,
Litanv ; 10 30, Holy Communion ; 12 15,
Church School with graded classes; 4,
Evening Prayer with music and sermon
Tuesdays, 7 30 p. m , Hymns, intercessions
and address
Wednesdays, 7 30 a. m , Holy Communion;
4, Evening Prayer and Litany.
Thursdays. 9.80, Morning Prayer and Holy
Communion; 7.30 p m , Evening Prayer
and hymns; 8 to 9, rehearsal of music
for tlie choir and others interested.
Fridays. 4, Evening Prayer, Litany and
hymns; the members of the Church School
are Invited to attend this service in
classes.
Guild Meeting every Thursday afternoon for
a few.weeks, In the* Parish Room.

|
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If this telephone is not answered call 56-M

E. A. QLIDDEN & COMPANY

When The Courier-Gazette reporter
found William R. Chapman at Hotel
Rockland yesterday
morning
the
Maine Festival director was uncom
monly enthusiastic. Straightway ha
was minded to deliver a sermonetto
witli Maine singers as his text, and
the reporter became an immediate
target for his views.
•’.Maine," said Director Chapman "is
to be wonderfully perpetuated on the
musical map by a new crop of artists.
Some people have got the impression
that a singer in order to become
great’ must have traveled around the
world three times, and be at least 70
years old."
And the director glared at Justin
Uawrie, as if daring the popular young
tenor to express a contrary opinion.
"A bit exaggerated perhaps, but Mr.
Chapman’s theory is right, in the
main." laughed Mr. Lawrie.
The dreamy eyes of Fernando Guarneri opened and closed with an ex
pression of approval.
’ There are lour .Maine singers whom
I have in mind,” continued Mr. Chap,
roan. "There’s Helen Yorke, your own
Lottie McLaughlin, Justin Lawrie of
Lewiston and Charles Marshall of Au
burn. They are going to keep up the
high standard set by Nordica, Lames,
Carey and other brilliant artists. They
are making good and I am awfully
glad to acknowledge what the best
critics say in appreciation of it.
“This very young man,"—and Di
rector Chapman made an expressive
gesture in Justin Lawrie’s direction—
’’has appeared before the most critical
audiences in New York and Chicago,
and he has ‘arrived.’
"One of the most marvelous strides
into popularity ever made by any sing
er is that of Charles Marshall. Thir
teen years ago 1 recognized the fact
that he had a wonderful voice, and I
pointed him out to the Maine FestiVul as a coming baritone. He plugged
away in Europe, sometimes living on
a meal a day, and his success the past
year has been so great that he is the
most talked of singer living.
Mary
Garden told me that he is the greatest
singer in the character of "Othello"
that she hits ever known. Mrs, Chap
man told me that she was so wrought
with enthusiasm, after hearing him
sing as "Othello" that she was unable
to sleep.
,
"The audience had , heard Rosa
Raisa and other great Htars who com
mand $4000 a night, but when Mar
shall had finished singing the crowd
yelled ’Marshall!’ ’Marshall!’ nnd after
he had responded to 20 curtain calls,
it was necessary to extinguish the
lights before the theatre could be
cleared.
"But the box office tells even better
how great a hold this young singer
lias obtained. Between now and June
15 iiis net receipts will be $50,000."
At Mr. Chapman’s request Justin
Lawrie told Tlie Courier-Gazette re
porter his own experience in trying to
get admission to the Charles Marshall
debut concert in New York City. "I
had expected to wait eight hours In
line," said Mr Lawrie, “and was ready
to pay anything in reason for a seat.
When I took my position at 4.30 the
line was two blocks long. Four hours
later I had come to within 15 feet ot
the box office, and Judge of my vex
ation when announcement was made
that the last Jleket had been sold. I
offered $20 for a newspaper pass, but
nothing doing. Finally I followed an
excited crowd and found myself at the
top of a fire escape. Entrance to the
hall was blocked by the police but I
was rewarded by hearing Marshall
sing a few notes, and was more than
ever determined to get into that con
cert. The first uct I heard in relays
by means of six rushes on the fire es
cape. Then came my opportunity. An
Italian was complaining that Marshall
was not as good as Caruso. Tf you
don’t like the concert, said I, ’sell mo
your pass,’ and I finally bought it for
$3, and was rewarded by a comfort
able seat during the remainder of that
splendid performance."
When Director Chapman told the
audience Thursday night that they
would find a list of the Festival artists
in The Courier-Gazette he meant Just
what he said, but he did not mean that
the names would appear in the present
issue. The list is not yet complete,”
he told the reporter, "but Just as soon
as it is your paper will have IL
I
hope to present Charles Marshall
within a year or two. He is the great
est drawing card that can be pro
duced in any Festival now that Ca
ruso will sing no more. I am a booster
for real Maine artists, and Marshall is
certainly one."
Director Chapman once more ex
pressed his appreciation of the Wight
Philharmonic Society as a chorus,
paying a special tribute to its capable
director, Mrs. E. F. Berry; and its effi
cient pianist, Mrs. Albert AverilL
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Sunday

Made Right
*"
>ht

So’.d By

BURPEE & LAMB, Sole Agents

If Fortune canfe to you and said:
“Forget the little curly head
That runs to you at close of day
And climbs upon your knee to play,
Dismiss him front your thoughts and turn
And follow me and you shall earn
More gold than man has known before,”
1 think you’d kick him from your door.
If Fortune said: "Desert the boy 1
My gold shall give you greater joy;
Give me your time, and when he comes
Tq sound of noisy horns and drums
And begs of you to stop and play,
Be cold of heart, send him away.
And all my gold shall take his place,”
1 think you’d strike him In the face.
If Fortune said: "Let others do
The deeds the boy expects of you.
Let others teach him how to climb
And hunt and swim, you haven't time;
Let others teach him right and wrong,
'Tis at your desk that you belong,
He’ll keep you poor, I’ll give you gold,”
I like to think you knock him cold.

If Fortune said: "Don’t let the lad
Discover that he has a dad.
But keep him all his boyhood through
Afraid to make a ohum of you,
And for his life when you are old
I ll pay you with a sum of gold,"
I like to think you’d knock him flat;
Yet men have made such deals as that.

—Edgar A. Guest.

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Daf
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GARDNER

DID

NOT RESIGN

TIED

FOR

CHAMPIONSHIP

three-times-a-week

Rockland, Maine, March 5, 1921
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyaaie, who
on oa-th declares that he is pressman in the
Office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that
of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 3,
1921, there was printed a total of 6,102 copies
Before me,
PRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

His Place On International Commission Given To Former Lockport
Secretary of Labor.

High Wins a Hard Fought Contest
Lincoln Academy, 18 To 15.

With

PEOPLE GOME FROM ALL
AROUND TO SEE DURGIN

William B. Wilson, the retiring under date of March 2 sent to that
The arbitration hoard will decide
The Lincoln Academy and Rockport
R
’’.Sometimes I couldn’t sleep at all
secretary of labor
was appointed paper the following story dealing
Man’s
High School basketball teams are tied when and where the rubber game is Maine
rvemarKaDIC ( hul wou]j ue awake all night long.
with
the
political
fortunes
of
a
promMONDAY’S ELECTION
Thursday by President Wilson as a
to be played.
D
•
*T
LJ
1 L
I ! Rheumatic pains struck me in my left
ient Rockland citizen, Hon. Obadiah again by the result of last night's
The Lincoln Academy girls defeated
member of the
International Joint Gardner:
Kestoration I O Health Is'
Is j hip, and 1 became so weak and mis
game in Rockport, in which the Lincoln the Rockport girls 20 to 14.
Whether Rockland is to be governed
erable I could hardly walk across the
Commission
to
succeed
Obadiah
“Woodrow Wilson is seeing to it Academy boys were defeated 18 to 15. . Score of boys' game:
in its municipal affairs by the ma
Exciting Widespread Inter room.
Gardner of this city. It was announced that Joseph F. Tumulty, his secretary It was a great game, and was witRockport
H.
S.
jority party is to be determined by the
”1 began improving ns soon as I
GIs FIs Pts
at the White House that Mr. Wilson while he was Governor of New Jersey ncssed by the largest crowd that ever
est—Gives Tanlac Credit. started taking Tanlac, 1 just kept on
voting next Monday. For more than
I and for eight years his private secre- saw a basketball contest In Rockport, | Bryant rf
0
had accepted the post.
taking it until I’m back on the jo\
' tary in the White House, will not re if not in Knox oouniy. Nearly 200 Payson, if ...
o
a half century the city has progressed
14
Joseph P. Tumulty, secretary to the tire from the stage without as strong fans came from Lincoln county, re- Dunton, c ....
again feeling fine in every way. I have
0
2
under Republican administrations, ex
“I’ve got a wonderful story to tell a fine appetite, . my stomach never
President, announced Thursday that a testimonial as he can indite to his turning late at night by special train. Davis, rb ....
0
0
cepting occasional years when the
0 you about Tanlac, for it has certainly troubles me, my breathing is free and
0
Rockport had a lead of 9 to 7 at the Brown, rh ...
he had declined appointment as a fidelity and efficiency. Last July the
control passed briefly into Democratic
President offered Mr. Tumulty a place end of the first half. The last half Richards, lb
0 proved a life-saver to me,” said Isaiah easy and I’ve put on considerable
0
member of that commission. He said
weight. The rheumatism no longer
on the Board of General Appraisers, a was even more closely fought, but with
hands. The only considerable period
C. Duvgin, of South Gardiner, Me., in a bothers me and at night I sleep like a
it would not he fair to the President life position, paying 89.000 a year, the championship almost in their grasp
Totals ........................... 8
18
of this sort has been the past five
recent interview. Mr. Durgin runs a top. l'rn so well and strong that 1 put
for him to accept a post to which he but Tumulty declined it. Within a the Lincoln county boys lacked the
Lincoln Academy
years, when a close and effective or
GIs
FIs Pts blacksmith shop at Louden Hill. Hal in a good hard day’s work every day
would not be able to give full time few days he has appointed Secretary punch which could give them the cov
ganization within that party and lack
without any trouble. My boy had the
0 lowell, Me., and is widely known.
Schroeder, lb .................. o
0
Tumulty a United States Commis eted victory.
and consideration.
............ 0
0
of concerted action by Republicans
Payson was the star for Rockport. | Weston, rh
“For two years I wasn’t able to hit a influenza last winter and it left him
sioner on the International Joint
. 0
6
6 lick of work.” continued Mr. Durgin,. in a badly run down condition, but
...... ...... 0
making 14 of the 18 points. Gay made | Roy. c ........
has continued that control.
An extended statement of the cir Commission, even going to the point
but after taking only three bottles of ( Tanlac^ soon straightened him right
three of the visitors’ four baskets, and Gay, If ................................ 3
1
7
of
demanding
the
resignation
ot
The great Republican majorities of cumstances leading up to the appoint
0 Tanlac I opened up the old shop and out. My recovery has been so remark*0
Obadieh Gardner, former Governor ot Roy displayed much accuracy in shoot -I Mulligan, rf .....'................ 0
last fall indicate the actual political ment of Mr. Wilson has been prepared
0
2 started hlacksmithing again.
About able that people come from all around
Maine and United States senator to ing goals from fouls. Bresenhan of (Marston, rf ................... 1
complexion of our city. The parfy now by Senator Gardner, and indicate that create the vacancy. Mr. Tumulty has Camden refereed.
j
—
three years ago I was running a farm just to ask me about it, and numbers
at Fairfield and got in such an awful are taking Tanlac on my recommenda
presents an exceptional series of ward he has been summarily deposed as the not yet indicated whether he will ac
rundown condition I just had to quit tion.”
tickets, headed hy a mayoralty candi
cept
the
place,
but
it
is
thp
impre?
result of a private grudge entertained
altogether My heart bothered
Tanlac is sold In Rockland by Cor
sion
among
his
friends
that
he
will
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES work
date of the highest character and abil
TOWN DIVISION
by Secretary Tumulty. It is also made not
me dreadfully on account the terribfe ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
ity, and confidently expects to see its
gas in my stomach, and 1 had much L. Ludwig; in North Haven hy W. S.
very plain that the "resigning was
"Mr. Gardner has deeply resented
JUDICIARY
nominations ratified on Monday hy the
Summer Colony Dissatisfied
difficulty in breathing. I also had se Hopkins, in South Thomaston hy L.
done without either Mr. Gardner's the suggestion conveyed to him in a
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub vere pains in my stomach and 1 got O. Hanley, and by the leading drug
strongest kind qf an endorsement, an knowledge or consent.
letter from Secretary Colby that his
hearing in its rooms at the State House,
With the Discriminating inlic Augusta,
gists in every town.—adv.
on WEDNESDAY. MARCH 9, 1921, as thin as a hatchet.
overwhelming majority of the ballots
"1 have never tendered my resigna resignation has been tendered and
2 00 p. in. on the following:
accepted and has requested that he
“Keagite" Methods, Says at An
Act to amend Chapter 145, Section 30
cast at the polls.
tion as a member of the International be permitted to retire in an “orderly’
of the Revised Statutes relating to the duties
It is the first time the women have Joint Commission, to anyone,” says Mr.
three or four grown-up children.
I
if the Hospital Trustees
E. L. Brown.
WATERMAN’S BEACH
way in view of the importance of the
27-29
WILLIAM T. GARDINER, Sec.
can’t say that H. R. Waldron was born
had opportunity to voice their opinion Gardner's statement. “I have not up business before the commission. It is
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
here but he was here when I came—a
Rumors are not always reliable and ic hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
in municipal affairs. It largely rests to this moment had any official notice understood at the White House, how
It is reported that Alex McLeod, son youth .about 7 years old.
Of course
on FRIDAY, MARCH 11. 1921, at
in their hands, whether the adminis that I have been removed by any ac ever, that Mr. Gardner already is out the citizen who signs “One who stands kugusta.
of the late Lachlin McLeod, has been Aunt Kate is an old-timer and I atn
for Justice” to an article which ap !00 p. ni. on the following:
of
office
and
that
the
place
will
be
H. No 190. An Act to facilitate the col
tration of the past few years shall tion of the Executive. Any statement
inclined to think that Capt. Freeman
filled within the
next forty-eight peared in Tuesday’s Courier relative tf ection of franchise taxes of corporations or- drowned at sea. He was a granite cut Elwell was born on Elwell’s point near
continue to direct the city’s great so to the contrary made by anyone is
under the general law.
ter, aged about 50 years.
hours, if not with Mr. Tumulty with the division of South Thomaston if anized
An Act to amend Section 18 of Chapter 129
the ferry a little more than 70 years
cial, financial and moral Interests, or without foundation and absolutely un some one else. The position is one hereby reminded that neither politics
f the Revised Statutes, relating to malicious
The Rev. Morris Dunbar, besides ago. Thus we will have to call him
lichiefs and trespasses.
the majority party be invested with true.
wholly at the disposition of the Pres religion, nor the wpather will be th<
preaching in several churches in dif an old-timer, also.
Resolve, extending the provisions of Chapter
ident, requiring no confirmation hy deciding factor in the settlement o
that form of great responsibility. We
I am writing this March 1st. The
“A vacancy has been, permitted on
this affair. That our friend has been 63 of the Resolves of 1919 in regard to the ferent parts of th© state this winter,
the
Senate,
and
the
law
is
construed
•ollateral inheritance tax and Probate Laws has out 10 cords of fire-wood in the big rain of yesterday melted the snow’
look to see the women of Rockland, as the American Section of i.!ie Interna
misinformed goes without saying a: f the State of Maine
by the administration to give the
woods and has it landed in his door- and it is fast running out of the roads
Resolve, repealing resolve for the maintenance
they did in September and November, tional Joint Commission for a period President the right to remove arbi the Sta^e Legislature is composed of
yard. If any other preacher in the and fields to join mother Ocepn. There
f the Blaine House.
register an emphatic endorsement of of nine and one-half months, in direct trarily. Whatever may be the out gentlemen of character and honor whe
An Act to include ice in the bill relating state has a like record, send it in.
is plenty of mud and some ice in the
would surely ignore such detestable o profiteering.
I found an old-timer down at the roads but neither sledding or wheeling.
the Republican party.
contravention of Treaty obligations. come, it is clear that Mr. Gardner has means as referred to in his article to
H. No 192 An Act authorizing towns to
been railroaded out of the position settle such an important question. The elect certain municipal officers by secret ballot Waldron farm last week in ihe shape 1 have one brood of chicks out and ex
Article VII. of which provides, that
An Act to amend Chapter 126 of the Re of a clock. The works are of wood and pect some Harding Chicks March 4th.
and cannot return to it. He is a man
DIVIDING TOWNS
The High Contracting Parties agree of means and the loss of the position petitioners believe in truth and fair vised Statutes relating to accessories
ness, and have no occasion or desire to
H No 203. Bill, an Act to secure the it Is the only timepiece the Waldrons I j have 4 hens setting and the 21 pulpurity of Ice Cream offered for sale.
have looked up to since the birth of I |ets that I had left after setting the 4,
The intimation of a correspondent to establish and maintain an Interna will work no personal hardship on win by unscrupulous means.
28
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WILLIAM T GARDINER. Sec
Daniel Waldron, Jr., 82 years ago. ]a|d 397 egg? in February, not so bad
The petitioners have good and suffi
hl the Thursday issue of this paper, tional Joint Commission composed of him, but the commission is charged
Uncle Henry told me he rubbed a lit - | fo|. lhe shortest month in the year. I
with the important investigation ot
that lobbying of an offensive character six members of the United States and the,feasibility of th" St. Lawrence cient reasons for the division, and JOINT COMMITTEES—JUDICIARY te 3-ln-l oil into the works once in I want my
to know I will not
these reasons in the form of evidence
Canada,
three
on
the
part
of
the
is going on in AugustA. with respect to
three or four years and it starts husi- , j,aVp my strawberry plants to sell unnavigation project, and in his letters were placed before the committee on
AND WAYS AND BRIDGES
The Joint Committees—Judiciary and Ways ness again
the bill to divide South Thomaston, we United States appointed by the Presi of protest to the Secretary of State Towns, and this committee rendered a
til August.
C. D. S. G.
and Bridges—will give a public hearing at the
In writing up the Waldron family
believe to have no foundation in fact. dent thereof, and three on the part of Mr. Gardner suggests that the inter majority report.
State House, in Augusta, on THURSDAY,
Regarding the summer visitors or MARCH 10, 1921, at 1.30 p m. on the follow last week, I should have said there
In every case where a town division is the United Kingdom appointed by His csts of the Government are bound to
were six sons. Daniel Jr. never worked
Telephone that Item of news to The
suffer through his summary removal. cottage owners I will say that they did ing :
Majesty
on
the
recommendation
ot
the
An Act relative to motor vehicles and the
under discussion,, feeling on both sides
“With Mr. Gardner out the only ex not take the initiative. steps to divide law of the road, and to revise and amend here, as far as I can learn: he died at Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
is apt to run high. It has done so in Governor in Council of the Dominion perienced member remaining on the the town, but are In sympathy with the Chapter 26 of the Revised Statutes and acts Round Pond and left a widow and readers will see it.
thereof and additional thereto.
board will be Clarence D. Clark, for petitioners in their efforts to free amendatory
the present instance. Each side has of Canada."
An Act to provide for a full time State High
themselves from the power of men who way
"After
allowing
and
continuing
a
va

mer
senator
from
Wyoming,
for
Sen

Commission
amending Chapter 25 of the
had its views pretty thoroughly pre
ator XJarcus A. Smith of Arizona al have yet to learn the meaning of a Revised Statutes relative to State Highways.
sented in the columns of this paper, cancy to exist for more than threeWILLIAM T GARDINER,
square
deal.
ready has been appointed to fill the
IRVING W CASK,
The summer colony has no selfish
often with acrimony on the part of fourths of a year, thereby absolutely vacancy caused by the death of James
28-29
Secretaries
correspondents, but the present in preventing the Commission from func A. Tawney of Minnesota. The com motives, but lends its influence to the
good
and
welfare
of
all
the
citizens
of
LEGAL AFFAIRS
stance is the first to suggest motives tioning and doing its work, by reason mission always has consisted chiefly the Owl’s Head end of the town, who
The Committee on Legal Affairs will ghe a
and action that everybody concerned of the neglect to maintain the Com of gentlemen whose political careers have for many years been dissatisfied public
hearing in its rooms at the State House,
had
been
ended
by
the
voters
at
home.
Stitchers
Power
has right indignantly to deny. Charges mission as agreed, as it cannot pass Places on it have been regarded as a with the “Keagite" methods of govern in Augusta, on TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 1921, at
2 p. m on the following:
of that character are likely to injure upon atiy matter finally over which it sinecure until recently, when the ment.
An Act to establish the Status of Children
Rumors
are
rife,
and
should
not
re

relative to schooling whose parents work in
not those against whom they are di lias jurisdiction without a full mem commission was charged with the ceive serious consideration from any State
Institutions.
An Act to amend Section 65 of Chapter 126
rected but those who put them forth. bership, the Administration at the very duty of reporting upon the St. Law one who stands for justice.
of
the
Revised Statutes as amended by Chapter
last moment of its official existence rence project.
Edwin L. Brown.
221 of the Public Laws of 1917, relative to the
“In his letter tendering the chair of
The Courier-Gazette is sorry to see undertakes to embarrass the incoming
designation of persons appointed to enforce
the Laws relative to the prevention of cruelty
a Rockland man put off the Inter Administration by packing the dom- Mr. Gardner to Secretary Tumulty,
SMART DEGREE TEAM to animals.
President Wilson refers to the offer
H No 189. An Act providing a Labor Lien
national Joint Commission. Mr. Gard mission with two new men. The Sec as an expression of my great confi
on Manufactured Lumber.
28
STETSON H. HUSSEY. Treas.
ner has served with distinction as retary of State. Hon. Bainbridge Colby, dence in you and of my desire to see Canton Vinalhaven Gives a
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
chairman of that commission and in states in his letter to me: ’I hasten to you placed where you will ‘ be most
public hearing in its rooms nt the State House,
Fine Exhibition of Work in in Augusta, on WEDNESDAY. MARCH 9. at
cidentally in that connection lias re add that there is not the slightest re serviceable.’"
2 00 p m on the following:
flected honor upon his home city. We flection or displeasure indicated in this
Local Hall.
An Act to- amend Chapter 147, Section 2 of
the Revised Statutes relating to the appeiniThe
battleship
Tennessee
has
been
are wondering if his political asso request,’ and the only reason the re
80 of the Public Laws of 1917, relating to the
having
its
second
speed
trial
off
the
The crack degree team ot Canton State Board of Charities nnd Corrections.
ciates at Washington have treated him quest was made was ’The President
Virginia Capes this week. She will
An Act to amend Section 43 of Chapter 2 of
with all the courtesy to which he is desires to make an appointment to probably take her Aral tests on the Vinalhaven, P. SI., 1. O. O. F., came to the Revised Statutes relating to the appoint
of Dedimus Justices
rightfully entitled in the manner with this position.’ Not even in the public Rockland course during the summer. Rockland Wednesday and conferred ment
An Act additional to Chapter 126 of the Re
On her first trial trip last October, the Patriarchs’ .Militant degree upon vised Statutes for the punishment of offences
which his appointment was by them Interest"
against chastity.
Senator Gardner has been flooded one of her generators broke down and six candidates. The excellence of the
declared vacated.
An Act to amend Chapter 120 of the Re
: : : TODAY : : :
forced her to return to port.
vised Statutes relating to desertion and non
work
was
applauded
by
an
audience,
with telegrams voicing protest against
support of families
One year ago yesterday COO Rock
which also included 18 members of
An Act to secure prosecution against bail in
the Administration's action.
R. J.
WILLIAM FARNUM in “DRAG HARLAN’
criminaL cases.
land citizens, armed with picks and
Canton Molyneaux of Camden.
McLean,
chairman
of
the
Inland
Wa

An
Act
to
establish
the
Fiscal
Year
of
the
CITY
OF
ROCKLAND
shovels attacked the ice and snow
An amazing drama of the speediest two-gun wizard
The candidates were John A. Karl State.
which had been accumulating on terways Commission telegraphs:
the great West ever knew.
H. No. 191. An Act to amend Chapter 4,
(honorary),
Elmer
E.
Crockett,
John
Section
13
of
the
Revised
Statutes,
relating
to
Main street during those February
“The Detroit Chamber of Commerce
A.
Andrews,
Frank
C.
Fullerton,
Har

longer
terms
of
office
for
Selectmen
and
As

All
next
week
—
AL. LUTTRINGER STOCK CO.
Election Notice
blizzards, laying down an amount of has sent a telegram to every U. S.
old Tolman and Winfield S. Kennis- sessors
work which was quite beyond the
28-29
STETSON H. HUSSEY, Cec.
ton.
power of the street department to Senator protesting against anybody To the Inhabitants of the City of Rockland:
Supper w-as served at 6.80 by the Re
You are hereby notified to assemble at the
handle. The volunteers assembled in being appointed to take your place,
CLAIMS
members
several ward rooms in the City of Rockland on bekahs, and the visiting
response to an official call signed by stating that the President’s request MONDAY. MARCH 7, 1921, to give in your
The Committee on Claims will give a public
found in it excellent fortification for
Mayor Thorndike, and the event was for
vour
resignation
is
an
nnsneak1
votes
for
Alderman.
Common
Council
hearing
io
its
rooms
at the State House, in
101 ynai resignation is an unspeak- man Warden and Ward clerk
the evening’s strenuous work.
Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9. 1921.
characterized as a “Municipal Bee/’
The members of the Vinalhaven de at 2.00 p. m on lhe following:
The polls will be open at seven o’clock in the
able
outrage.
IVe
urge
you
absolutely
It will not soon be forgotten by any
forenoon and close at six o’clock in the after gree staff were M. P. Smith, Maurice
Resolve in favor of C K Hopkins of Cam
noon.
den, Maine. (With statement of facts I
of the participants. The battalion as to refuse to resign.”
W.
Leadbetter,
C.
L.
Bowman,
A.
U.
Copies
of
the
voting
list
may
be
found
a>
the
28-29
C. A. NEWCOMB, Sec.
. * ♦ ♦ *
sembled in Post Office square at 8
ward rooms in the several wards.
Patterson, W. E. Billings, W. J. Bil
o’clock in tile morning, and was led
Per order municipal officers.
The
Washington
correspondent
lings, Adelbert Smith, Charles C.
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
O. E. FLINT, City Clerk.
into the '‘trenches’’ by the Oakland (Brigham) of the Boston Transcript
Webster, Walter T. Tolman, W. Y.
February 26, 1921.
The Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries
ALL NEXT WEEK—
Park Band, under the leadership of
Fossett, Benjamin Arey, George R. will give a public hearing in hs room. No. 7,
Kenneth V. White, and assembled
Gray, E. G. Carver, V. H. Delano, XV. at the State House, in Augusta, on WEDNES
DAY, MARCH 9, 1921, at 2 p. m. on the fol
through the efforts of C. L. Robin
H. Lawry, A. M. Miller, W. H. Burns, lowing :
son. Concerts were given at various I
No. 16. An Act to Protect the J-obster In
Frank H. Healey, A. F. Creed and A.
with his Stock Company of ten people, including Fred
dustry.
points along the street during th"
M. Cassie.
No
19
An
Act
to
repeal
all
laws
pertaining
J.
Harvey of Rockland, presenting a series of high class,
forenoon and afternoon.
Refresh
Brief speeches were made by Major to taking fish from waters on the Coast of
ments were served by the Salvation j
C. L. Bowman, Captain Charlea C. Maine and to Abolish ihe Office of Sea and
refined
plays, at popular prices. Here's the list:
Fisheries Commission
Army, under the direction of Post
Webster and Past Captains, Smilh Shore
2629
ELIAS
F.
BAKER,
Sec.
HERE THEY ARE
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
master Donohue, who also gave a fine
and Arey of Canton Vinalhaven, Past
demonstration of how a shovel can b<= i
Captain Johnson of Canton MolySTATE PRISON
“
THE
LITTLE GIRL GOD FORGOT”
handled. School boys worked In a
neaux and John A. Karl of Cantor,
The Committee on State Prison will give a
solid phalanx, under the leadership of
Lafayette.
public hearing in its rooms at the Stale House,
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Eastern States Champion Maine’s New Champion
Supt. Hull. Rockland never had seen
One object of the get together was at Augusta, on TUESDAY. MARCH 8, 1921,
ni. on the following:
to discuss plans for a Knox county at H.2.00No.p 116
the like of this event and hopes j
Resolve in favor of the Maine
“THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF BARGAIN ROW”
THREE THRILLING RACES
field day to be held in June, probably Stale Prison for Maintenance and current ex
there’ll never be an occasion to reFRIDAY AND SATURDAY
at Vinalhaven. Austin V. Condon, H. penses
peat It.
H. So 117. Resolve in providing for the
MONDAY EVENING
Two-Mile Race and HalfL. Stevens, A. E. Spear, O. B. Lovejoy improvement
of the Maine State Prison at
“THE GIRL IN THE TAXI”
and Luke S. Davis were appointed a Thomaston.
A smoker was held Th'.rrday even- i
MARCH 7
Mile’Sprint
27- 28
EDWARD W. PEASLEE, Sec.
committee on the part of Canton
Ing at the rooms of Winslow-1V IHow
many
stock companies can boast of this record:
TUESDAY EVENING
-v-,
.... D
Lafayette.
trook Post, American Legion. About
MARCH 8
Three-Mile Race
40 weeks in New Bedford
38 weeks in Augusta
TAXATION
100 members and other ex-service
40 weeks in Lewiiton
20 weeks in Haverhill
Committee on Taxation will give a pub
There will be sonic racing extraor lieThe
men attended, and all express them
hearing
in
its
rooms
at
the
State
House,
in
35 weeks in Quincy
WEDNESDAY EVENING- .... D
, n
,
selves as having thoroughly enjoyed
Augsula, on WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 1921
dinary
at
the
Training
Station
the
MARCH 9
rive-Mile R&cc snd Qusrtcr
7. An, Act to establish a uniform tax or
themselves. Music was furnished hy
first three nights of next week, when Inianglble Personal Property
White’s Orchestra. Short talks on
Afternoons, 25c and 35c, p,'us war tax. Evenings, 25c, 35c, 50c plus war tax
27-28
EDGAR M CHERRY, Sec.
Forrest Hamilton of Portland, the
the advantages of being a Legion
USUAL
ADMISSION
undisputed champion of ?.taine, will
member were given by Past Com
Baua
PENSIONS
tackle Al. E. Nebes of Lowell, Mass,
mander Walter H. Butler ar.d E. C.
Tlie Committee on Pensions will give a pub
the Eastern States champion. The lic hearing In its rooms al the State House, in
Moran Jr. The wrestling bout staged
on TUESDAY, MARCH 8, at 1 p. m
sterling qualities
which Hamilton Augusta,
by Kenney and Porter was won by
on the following:
*'At the Sign of;OT showed in his races with Frank Allen Resolve in favor of J. Oscar Rust of Rock
the former. Time of fall 9Vfc minutes.
North National Banki
this week will stand him in good port.
Peterson refereed. Kenney also got
27- 28
HERBERT A. CLARK, Sec
stead when he meets Nebes, who is an
a good hand by his hand balancing
old campaigner. Monday night they
stunt. The participants In th? sixTOWNS
will meet in a 2-mlle race, and will
round exhibition were Oliver Ham
The Committee on Towns will give a pdbthen show the crowd what real speed llc hearing in its rooms at tile State House, in
lin, ex-champion 56 Regiment, Pioneer
is like by Indulging in a half-milu Augusta, on THURSDAY, MARCH 10. 1921,
Infantry, A. E. F.; and John Guistin.
2 96 p, in. on the following:
The check you write on our bank
sprint. Tuesday night there will be at Ah
a local barber. Dr. Frohock refereed.
Act to repeal the Act Incorporating the
a 3-mile race, and Wednesday a 5- town of Hurricane isle.
After the boxing1 “chow call’’ was
tells
its
recipient
you
are
a
person
2829
E H EMERY, 8ec.
mile
race
and
a
quarter-mile
sprint.
sounded and doughnuts, sandwiches,
: : TODAY : : :
The races are entirely distinct from
coffee and oranges were
served.
of
well-qrdered
affairs,
and
repre

each
other,
and
put
the
contestants
Measure by Smokes.
Smokes
were
freely
distributed.
ELAINE TIAMMERSTEIN
constantly on their mettle.
Events of a similar nature, and on a
In the famous Tolima tobacco re
sents
safety
and
system.
Large
and
larger scale, are planned for the near
-INgion of the Andes everybody gives dis
future. Legionaires should make a
tances by means of “tobaccos," or so
small
accounts
invited.
TENANTS
HARBOR
point of attending meetngs and thus
“THE WOMAN GAME’
many smokes of cigars.
keep in touch with current Post af
Should a woman play the woman’s game as man plays man’s game?
James
Hall
has
returned
from
Wal

fairs. Meetings are neld in the first
Germs!
doboro where he and Mrs. aHIl have
and third Thursdays in every montl
1854
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
1921
been visiting I heir daughter, Mrs. Ada
A cake of yeast consists of live
Elwell.
Episode No. 5 of “THE THIRD EYE
egg-shaped bodies so tiny that 4,000
U. S. DEPOSITORY OF POSTAL SAVINGS
The celebrities to be reported upon
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson and of ihem, placed end to end, would
briefly at the next Educational Club
Member Federal Reserve Bank
their granddaughter and her husband measure an inch.
meeting are Henry Ford. Gen. XV. C.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
have returned home from Bath.
Open Saturday Evenings From 7 Until 9
Gorgks, Robert P. Brindell and Wil
Forrest, Allison and Sam Morris
Turn
Purple.
liam R. George. Tile word study is
have returned home from Bath, where
ROBERT WARWICK in “THE CITY OF MASKS”
Politics. The general discussion of
No woman is so color blind that she
they were employed, as their work has
“Should the church mix with Poli
can't notice a rival turning greeD with
We do not always see things as they really are; men and women
been shut down.
tics?" will be continued. This proved
James V. Barter was in Rockland on envy.—Cartoons Magazine.
are different than they appear.
brain-stimuiating and highly animat
a business trip recently.
ed at the last meeting. The women
Jsaiah Balano carried ■ cow) to
Mental Snobs.
were fairly united as to church duty
“RUTH OF THE ROCKIES* | “YOU’RE PINCHED”
Everett Walls in town Saturday for
Some
men
never respect the things
toward universal autivity, hut were
Wilson Gardiner,
they
nre
unable
to
understand.
—
Chica

naturally puzzled at the tremendous
Mrs. Rena Dow and Mrs. Emma
go News.
difficulties in application.
Hooper w?nt to Port Clyde last week.

Experienced

on

Hachines

MODERN PANTS CO.

Park Theatre
AL. LUTTRINGER

TRAINING STATION RINK
AL. E. NEBES vs. FORREST HAMILTON

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town
OOMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

March 4-6—State Boys’ Conference meets In
City hall. Portland.
March 7—City Election.
March 7—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 7—Warren town meeting
March 7—North Haven town meeting.
March 7-12—Al. Luttringer Stock Co. at the
Park Theatre.
March 8—Rockport. Enkuklioua Club. R H
8.. presents ‘ The Rainbow Kimono," at Shep
herd hall
March 9—(2 p in.)—St Patrlek musical and
card party by the officers of the Harmony
Club at Odd Fellows hall
March 12—Boston Automobile Show opens
in Mechanics Building
March 11—Quarterly, meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association, Baptist church, Warren.
March 14—(7 p in )—Regular meeting of
Woman’s Educational Club. Methodist vestry.
March 14-15—Musical comedy "All Aboard”
benefit of graduating class in Park Theatre.
April 15—Dancing recital by Miss Harvey’s
class at the Arcade.
March 16—Easter sale and supper at the
Congregational church.
'March 16—Thomaston—Entertainment at the
Baptist vestry.
«
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 18—(1.30 p m.)—Meeting of Rock
land Lodge of Perfection and Rockland Coun
cil, Princes of Jerusalem
March 18—Knox Hospital benefit card and
dance party at Thorndike Hotel.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 23—Easter sale and supper- at the
Universalist church.
March 26—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets in South Thomaston.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
April 11-16—Be Kind to Animals week.
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 22—Total eclipse of the moon.
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival Id
Camden Opera House.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 5, 1921.
Nelson Carr has Joined the bicycle
brigade, and is training to meet all
comers.

It was rumored yesterday that the
Clara Black estate has sold its sec
tion of Rankin block to a Rockland
business man. This is the portion of
the block In which the Linnell fruit
store Is located.
Black & Gay, Canners, Inc., begin
buying clams for their Thomaston
factory the first of the week.

The city election takes place next
Monday. The polls will open at 7 a.
m. and close at 6 p. m. Both parties
are making a determined effort, and
both are claiming victory. It is pret
ty generally conceded that Republi
cans will carry a majority of the
wards, thus controlling the next City
Government. Simple instructions on
how to vote appear on another page
at the head of Jthe specimen ballots.
The Clara Blayk estate has sold to
B. C. Perry, the land and buildings
on Limerock street, opposite the Y. M.
C. A.
The ruins of the Limerock
Laundry building are part of this real
estate, and it is possible tha* a new
laundry plant will be established
there.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold a
special business
meeting. Tuesday
evening, followed by a drill meeting.
The Courier-Gazette
received a
fraternal call yesterday from Fiank
Arnold, manager of
the Atlantic
Fisherman, a new monthly trade pub
lication which has its headquarters at
100 Boylstin street, Boston. The new
paper made its initial appearance last
month, and has a number of things to
commend it, chief among them being
the very neat appearance, and the
large amount of news pertaining to
the the fishing industry which it car
ries. Arthur W. Bradley Is editor.

Have You Seen Them ?

Alden Vlmer, Jr., delivered an am
bulance in Lewiston Thursday for the
Burpee Furniture Co. He left here at
10 o'clock Wednesday night, but got
stuck in the mud at Lisbon Falls and
had to get horses to extricate the
outfit. He reached his destination at
9 a. m, Thursday.

Fuller- Cobb-Davi s

Long distance envy was excited by
a recent item in The Courier Gazette
concerning Mrs. Freeman 3. Young’s
smart hens. "What do you give them
and how are they fed?" writes Mrs.
B. W. Candage from Dayton, Fla.
Mrs. Candage says that she l as a
flock of 35 hens, and Is earing for
them all the time, but with no such
results as Mrs. Young is able to
claim.
z

Upholstering Department

Freeman S. Young lias opened a
first class fish market at 231 Main
street, near the foot of Pleasant. He
is an expert in the business.

good as new.

weeks after his accident Mr. «French
The new meat cutting machine re
had practically recovered, when he
cently • installed at M. B. & C. O
fell and sustained injuries which af
Perry’s market
is an interesting
fected him more severely than being
“critter” to watch, and In the hands
knocked down by the auto.
of that firm’s expert employes does
Frank Allen is very grateful for the an astonishing amount of work in a
loyal support he received from the short time.

Frank P. Libby who has been on a
Southern voyage as steward of the
new Camden schooner T. N. Barnsdall,
has arrived home from New York
having given up his work temporar
ily on account of malaria. The ves
sel lay at Norfolk two months.

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

W. H. Larrabee, who was operated
upon at Knox Hospital in December,
and again recently, is able to be out,
and is regaining strength.

Al. Luttringer's Players will enter
tain Rockland theatre-goers all next
week, offering a series of popular
prices
Forrest Eaton, day clerk, is back on metropolitan attractions at
A glad
hand
duty at the Thorndike, wearing his which correspond.
awaits Mr. Luttringer, Fred Harvey
familiar smile,
and other members of the cast. Pic
Lester Herrick is on the road for tures before the performance.
the Maine Music Co. In the interest ol
Mrs. Aaron Maxey has a flock of
the Victrola.
13 pullets which was hatched the last
J. A. French who was knocked of May. They commenced laying in
down by an automobile in front ol November and have kept right at it,
The Courier-Gazette office six weeks the largest number of eggs in one day
ugo, has resumed his duties as track being 11, In the 28 days of Feb. they
man for the Street Railway. Three laid 218.

crowds at the roller skating races
this week. He did his best to win,
and lost the three championships by
an exceedingly narrow margin. In
fact there are some who think that
the five-mile race ended in a dead
heat

Your Furniture needs more or less fixing. The seat
is broken down, the covering is worn out.

Have you seen our Cretonne Draperies?

Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c.- Plus Tax.

CARS AFTER THE

MARSTON’S
GOOD CROWDS

DANCE

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

We have

many novelties on the Second Floor.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

For an all round car has no
peer

I Has always been a favorite

The Boston Globe says that the
steam trawlers arriving are being tied
up as fast as their catches are dis
posed of and they will not be placed
in commission again until some agree
ment between the owners and fisher
men relative to the new wage scale is
reached. The old agreement expired
March 1.
BORN
Bird—Al Britt Maternity Home, It(.<-kl md,
March 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Bird, a
son—Elmer S. 2d.
PettenciU—Appleton, March 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Viylan G. Pettenglll, a daughter.

We have them all on our floor for demonstration.
Don’t hesitate to ask if you are interested.

AUTO

ACCESSORIES—U.

S.

TIRES

Cbme and see u» when in need of anything we!
carry or can buy for you.

Fresh Horses received every week

Geo. M. Simmons
23 Tillson Avenue

ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONE 4-W.
DIED

C. M. THOMAS

SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 5

The Loafer hasn’t done a Lick of
Work since the famous “Work or
Fight” order, when he shouldered a
Dinner-bucket and rallied to the Ship
yards. The Loafer was just naturally
Born Tired nnd he's still Holding his
Own. Besides that. He makes Every
body Else tired!

Velvets, Corduroys, Plain Reps, Cretonnes.

40c a spike, 3 for $1.00

DANCE

Are always on the job.

Quality Goei Ctorlhrougi

stock or can show a line of samples—Figured Tapestries,

Large and fragrant, blue

DANCE ARCADE

ARRIVED AND THEY
ARE
BEAUTIES

The good old

Every material for covering furniture we carry in

POTTED HYACINTHS

MHRSQHB

REO SPEEDWAGONS

New furni

finish and add a beautiful luster to it.

gWISEBlBlOllliTOM

225M.

REOS

If you have old mahogany, we can re

John Jay Perry, former deputy col
lector of internal revenue, has been
Mt
Miss Jennie S. Harvey has arrang commissioned notary public.
ed to hqld a public recital of her Perry will be at the Thorndike Hotel
dancing class at the Arcade Friday all next week to assist friends who are
evening April 15th with Marston’s making out their Income tax papers.
music.,
Anyone passing the Rockland High
Rubenstein Bros., are now comfort School last evening, where the second
ably installed in their new quarters, rehearsal of “All Aboard” was being
and highly pleased at the many com held, no doubt wondered what was
pliments which they received at Wed going on Inside. The loud laughter
nesday’s opening. The Fuller-Cobb- could be heard for quite some dis
Davis "crowd" attended in a body tance. In the first reading of the man
and many other representatives of uscript Old Dame Rumor reigned su
Main street business circles called preme, and those attending laughed
with expressions of good will. The loud and long. The John B. Rogers
new store looks exceedingly attractive Co., which is producing the above
play, realizes the necessity of giving
Portland Herald: The steamer J. T. the public a show which will equal any
has taken
Morse of the Bar Harbor line may re professional play, and
pair at the South Portland marine a long step forward by forgetting the
railway prior to going on the route timeworn idea that "any old thing will
this season instead of at Camden, as do” for amateur players. The fact is
the ways at Camden are not long that a growing element in the theatre
enough for the proper handling of the going population is demanding a better
class of plays, the same element is
boat. Supt. Sherman of the Boston
asking for the improvement and exe
and Bangor division of the Eastern
cution in amateur produtions and re
Steamship Lines was at South Port
sponding to this "demand the above
land Thursday in conference with lhe
company have built and produced
railway management in regard to the their plays along real, professional
matter.
lines The play will be shown at the
Park Theatre March 14 and 15.
As a special window attraction this
week Cobb’s, Inc., has shown sumj
King Hiram Council had another big
of the largest
grape fruit
ever
brought to this city. The largest meeting last night, conferring its three
weighed three pounds each, and girt degrees upon these candidates: J. H.
Williams and Alton J. Cargill of
ed 19% inches.
Union; Charles W. Coombs, Arthur P.
Waldoboro bowlers
defeated
a Ames, Addison G. Young, Daniel L.
Rockland team on Kennedy’s alleys Procter, E. A. Robbins, Jr., L. W.
last night by the handsome score of House, Ralph A. Berry, John W. Clay
22352 to 2321. and are now camping ton, Charles Hartford and Samuel W.
on the trail of that American Legion Coombs ot Camden; L. E. Smith,
Joseph A. Pendleton and A. E. Wil
team. Score in Tuesday’s issue.
liams of Islesboro; Clarence O. BraThe death of ex-Speaker Champ sier and Donald P. George of Thomas
Clark recalls the visit which the dis ton; Thomas E. Leavitt of Waldoboro;
tinguished Missourian made to Rock Alfred B. Lamb, Fred T. Veazle, Mer
land in the campaign of 1912. This ton R. Brann, Charles M. Richardson,
was shortly after he had beets defeated J. J. Gregory and Kenneth 8. Stares
in the Batimore convention, after once of Rockland; Robert G. Blake and
having a lead of 27 votes for the Pres Frederick E. Mathews of Warren;
idential nomination. From the bitter Theodore E. Boyce, Albert C. Turner,
ness of that defeat, which had been Edwin A. Knowlton, William Small.
accomplished through a direct attack John E. Duke, Anthony C. Bye and
by W. J. Bryan, Mr. Clark had net Albert W. Webster of Stonington.
recovered when he was in Rockland, About 240 sat down to the fine supper
and Ids whole manner even while de- furnished by the Eastern Star.

MAVERICK SQUARE

NEW

ture is expensive—your own furniture can be made as

The Knox Academy of Arts and
Sciences hag recently received, as a
gift, a fine lot of shells, corals, palm
etto fiber and section of bamboo stem
from Mrs. A. L. Skinner of this city,
who collected them in Florida.

28-29

THE

HAVE

llvenrog his political speech in the Ar
Ladies are now admitted fro? to the cade was that of t sadly disappointed
Training Station Rink Saturday af man. It was The Courier-Gazette re
ternoons.
porter’s pleasant privilege to spend
half an hour with the ex-Speaker at
Joseph Dondis, who has been spend the Thorndike Hotel. "If I hail gone
ing the winter in this city and in to the Baltimore convention,, instead
Boston, learned Thursday that hia of sticking to my post in Washington,
store property at Frenehboro, Includ 1 should have been the Presidential
ing a tenement and storehouse had nominee instead of Mr. Wilson,” he
been completely destroyed by fire. told the reporter. And those who have
The fish wharf was slightly damaged. come in contact with his powerful and
Mr. Dondis figures his loss at $5,(>00, magnetio personality doubt not that
and had $3,850 insurance on the prop his opinion was correct.
erty destroyed. The cause of the fire
If you vote early you don’t have it to
worry about.
is unknown.

Dancing 8 to 12.

Page Three

Not only on St. Patrick’s Day,
but on every day of this month you
will want fresh flowers or plants—
for social occasions, for the sick,
for yourself.
Just now we have an abundance
of potted daffodils, tulips, hyacinths,
cyclamen, and forgetmenots in blos
som, and due to their abundance
we can give you real quality at
moderate prices.
Violets and pansies are beautiful
now but in three more weeks the
violet season will be over.
We shall have green carnations
and shamrocks for the St. Patrick’s
Day parlies—and we always have
cut flowers in variety.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
253 CAMDEN ST.,

ROCKLAND

Richard—Rockland, Feb 27. William Richard
of Clark Island, aged 88 years
Morris—Spruce Head. Feb. 22, Maggie .1
Morris, aged 73 years, 11 months. 11 days.
Elwell—Rockland, March ■"•, Arvilla (Harring
ton) , widow of Eben Elwell, aged 76 years, 4
9 days
Funeral Sunday at 2 p. ni.
WITH THE CHURCHES months.
al Crozier parlors
Rogers—Plymouth County . (Mass ) hosphn>.
Rev. E. W. Webber will occupy the Feb. 28, Nellie (Sidelingeri Rogers, formerly off
"’nion.
Universalist pulpit Sunday, services at
Small—Rockland, March 3. Mrs. Annie M
Small, wife 0T Byron B Small, aged 37 years.
usual hours.
5 months, 29 days. Funeral from tlie Burpee
»• • •
undertaking rooms tomorrow at 2 p. m.

First Church of Christ. Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock.
Sub
ject of lesson sermon “Man.” Sunday
school at 12.10.
Wednesday evening
meeting at 7.30.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS DANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ESTABLISHED 1868

The Merchant

e » • •

At the Littlefield Memorial church
Sunday, the preacher will be Dr. B.
R. Browne at 10.30 arid the anthem is
I Will Extol Thee." Christian En
deavor at 6.30 and the regular praise
and preaching service will be at 7.15.
• • • •
Salvation Army: Sunday meetings:
Holiness, 11 a. m.; Sunday School, 2
m.; Young People’s Legion, 6 p.
m: enrolling of 18 recruits and big
Salvation meeting, 7.30 p. m. Every
one without Christ Is especially invn-

WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE .
' is

In the Standstill Class

Deposits $2,265,152 49
Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4% per annum.

ed.
»*«»,-

Cohgregatlonal Church, Walter S.
Rounds, minister: Sunday morning
service at 10.30. Sermon theme, "Tlia
Satisfaction of Our Dally Needs.' This
will be the fourth In the scries on the
Lord's Prayer. The church school'
will met at noon. The public Is In
vited.
• * • •
At the First Baptist Church, the
pastor Rev. B. P. Browne, will preach
in the morning on "The Broken Life,”
to be followed by the Lord's Supper.
The choir sings "The King of Love”
by Bullard. The music will be ot a
high order at the evening service. In
compliment to the 5th Co. National
Guard C. A. C. which will attend the
service in a body, the choir will sir.;
‘The Soldiers’ Chorus" and "When
The Flag Goes By."
A children's
chorus wil also be In evidence with
exercises, besides the orchestra and a
solo by Mr. Lord. The pastor's sub
ject is "My Captain." These are great
services aqd the service of singing old
hymns is inspiring. A cordial greet,
ing is extended to al. who attend and
all seats are free. Other services heid
during the t.oy include Sunday school
at 12 no .n. Children s Happy Hour
at 4 and B. Y. P. U. at 6.15.
The
prayer meeting of Tuesday night will
discuss, "Prayer." Those who want to
go somewhere
Tuesday
evening
should hunt up tlie prayer meeting at
the F.irst Baptist church for rest end
enjoyment.
• • • •
Pratt Memorial Methodist Episcopal
Church: Sunday morning, at 10.30
Rev. J. S. Crossland will take for his
subject “Successful Resistance.” The
musical features are: Anthem, “Praise
Th^God O Zion," Simper, by the choir,
and solo, “Today If Ye Will Hear His
Voice,” Rogers, by Mrs. W. H. Arm/
strong. A speial address will also be
given to the young people. The Sun
day school is growing, and we expect
an attendance of over 200 next Sun
day. ^Classes for everybody. Epworth
League at 6.15 p. m., with Miss Ruth
Roges in charge. All young people
should be at this service. Promptly at
7.15 p. m. Otho Hatch will open the
song service in the auditorium. Be in
good time for a hearty sing.
The
pastor's theme will be “Honest Judg
ment.” Good music will have a part
In this service.
Everyody invited
The theme for dicussion at the prayer
meeting next Tuesday night is “Stew
ardship.” Several tithers are to bring
a report as to how they come out on
the tithing, question. The meeting last
Tuesday was the largest known for
some years. Come and help us.

The steamer City of Rockland which
sank Feb 21 while in winter quarters
at Brown's wharf, East Boston, was
raised
Wednesday by the Scott
Wrecking Company, Divers closed all
the openings in the vessel and power
ful centrifugal pumps - were set at
work at low tide yesterday morning on
the water Inside the hull. The vessel
came up slowly owing to the tremen
dous amount of water In her. The in
terior fittings are badly damaged, but
the extent of the Injury to the hull
cannot be determined until a survey
Is held. It Is understood the steamer
will be taken to the Fore River Ship
yard, at Quincy, tor drydockins
Henry Wall and Raymond Jordan
have established a repair shop, and
will look after the welfare ot Ford
cars. Phone 593-13 gets ’em.

PHONOGRAPHS

AND

RECORDS

Can a Horn be Square?
OT on The Brunswick Let us call
your attention to the rounded Tone
Amplifier, tapering into an oval, that dis
tinguishes The Brunswick. It is built to
conform to acoustic principles.

N

An amplifier can “just happen" or it
can be*part of a great principle, as it is in
the Brunswick Method of Reproduction.
This method develops tone scientifical
ly. The BruriBwick Amplifier is built en
tirely of wood, especially chosen, seasoned
and moulded.

The Brunswick Tone Amplifier,
made entirely of moulded wood,
like a fine violin. Gives added
richness and fullness to tone.
Does away with metallic sounds.

When you come in to inspect The
Brunswick and hear its marvelous tonal
qualities, one of the first things we show
you is this Tone Amplifier. We remove
the grill and point out that there is no
metal construction.

You’ve never heard the finest in tone
until you hear The Brunswick. Your ear
will quickly appreciate the superiority.
"Here, at last,” you will say, “is the
phonograph'I have always wanted.”

The Brunswick is not an ordinary pho
nograph. It brings new-day advance
ments. Old standards will not satisfy you
once you hear this super-instrument.
Come in today. We will be glad to
demonstrate The Brunswick, whether you
are ready to buy or not. We want every
one to know that a better phonograph is
here and that we are at your service.

V. P. STUDLEY
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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SYNOPSIS.

swered very cnlmly as she sat look
ing down at the bunch of violets in
CHAPTER I.—In the village of ElngVllle thlrteen-year-old Robert Emmet Mo her hand:
"It means that I am married,
ran, crippled eon of a poor widow, Is
known as the Shepherd of the Birds. His mother."
World Is his mother and friends, his
Mrs. Bine’s face turned red. There
little room, tlfc flower garden of Judge j
Crooker, and every flying thing he sees was a little convulsive movement of
from his window. The painting of pic- j the muscles around her mouth. She
tures la his enjoyment, and little Pauline ! folded her arms on her breast, lifted
Baker, small daughter of a neighbor the ,
,,
b„ ,,, ,lpr
R , j
object of his boyish affection. To him.
J. Patterson Bing, the first citizen of || a polite tone, although her words fell
Bingville, is the ideal of a really great : like fragments of cracked ice:
man.
"Vsrried! To whom are you marI ried?”
CHAPTER II.—The village becomes
money mad, reflecting the great world in
ita state of unrest The Bing family is a
leader in the change. To them the village
has become "provincial.” Pauline Baker,
victim of her surroundings, elopes with a
stranger, and her parents are unable to
trace her.
CHAPTER III.—Severe winter weather
brings distress to Bingville. Spoiled by
false prosperity, the citizens have failed
to look ahead, and many suffer absolute
privation. The Reverend Otis Singleton,
one of the few in the village who seek to
stem the tide of extravagance and folly,
effects a reformation in Hiram Blenklnsop, town drunkard and general “black
sheep.”
CHAPTER IV.-Mainly owing to Judge
Crooker, the village awakes to its short
sightedness in having considered money
the essential, and neglecting the real
things of life and true democracy. Some
of the leading men also receive a lesson,
in the increasing waywardness of mem
bers of their families.

"To Gordon King.”
Phyllis spoke casually as If he were
a piece of ribbon that she had bought
at a store.
Mrs. Bing sank into a chair and
covered her face, with har hands for
half a moment. Suddenly she picked
up a slipper that lay at her feet and
flung It ut the girl.
“My God!” she exclaimed. “Wluit
a nasty liar you are'”
It was not ladylike but. at that
.moment the lady was temporarily
absent.
“Mother, Pm glad you say that.”
the girl answered still very calmly,
although her fingers trembled a little
as she felt the violets, and het voice

CHAPTER V.—The Bing family feels
the strain bf the prolonged "giddy whirl.”
Phyllis, the daughter of the house, is
threatened with nervous prostration. Mr.
Bing purchases a pearl necklace costing
IMO.OOO for her. His employees, hearing
of this extravagance, demand more pay
and less work.
CHAPTER VI.-Hiram Blenkinsop, after j
a period of right living, fails from grace
Following a prolonged debauch. Ill and
penniless, he takes refuge In the church
yard. There he meets Pauline Baker, de
serted by her husband, and with a baby
In her arms. Hiram takes them to the I
Widow Moran, who gives them welcome
and shelter.

CHAPTER VI—Continued
CHkuTLR SEVEN.
In Which High Voltage Develops In
the Conversation.
It was ti warm, bright May day.
There was not a cloud in the sky.
Roger Delnne had arrived and the
Bings were giving a dinner tl.ut even
ing. The best people of Hazelmead
were coming over in motorcars. 1
Phyllis and Roger had a long ride
together that day on the new Ken- j
lucky saddle horses. Mrs. Bing had '
spent the morning in Iluzelmead and
had stayed to lunch with Mayor and
Mrs. Stacy.
She had returned at
lour anil cut some flowers for the
table and gone to her room for an
hour's rest when the young people
returned. She was not yet asleep
when Phyllis came into the big bed
!
room. Mrs. Bing lay among the cusli
ions oil her couch. She partly rose,
tumbled the cushions into a pile and
i
leaned against them.
“Heavens 1 I’m tired!” she ex
claimed. "These women in Hazelmead hang onto one like a lot of
hungry cats. They all want money j
for one thing or another—Red Cross j
or Liberty bonds or fatherless children or tobacco for the soldiers or i
books for the library. My word! I'm
broke and It seems as if each of my
legs hung by a thread."
Phyllis smiled as she stood look
ing down at her mother.
“How beautiful you look!" the fond
mother exclaimed. “If he didn't pro
pose to-day, he's a clitimp^
“But he did." said Phyllis. "I tried
to keep him from it, but he just would
propose In spite of me.”
The girl's face was red and serious.
She sat down in a chair end began
to remove her hat. Mrs. Bing rose
suddenly, and stood facing Phyllis.
“I thought you loved him," she said
with a look of surprise.
“So I do,” the girl answered.
“What did you say?”
“I said no.”
“What!"
“I refused him!”
“For God’s sake, Phyllis! Do you
think you can afford to play with a
man like that? He won't stand for
It.”
“Let him sit for It then and, mother,
you might as well know, first as last,
that I am not playing with him.”
There was a calm note of firmness
in the voice of the girl. She was pre
pared for this scene. She had known
It was coming. Her mother was hot
with irritating astonishment
The
calmness of the girl In suddenly be
ginning to dig a grave for this dear
ambition—rich with promise—In the
very day when it had come submis
sively to their feet, stung like the
tooth of a serpent. She stood veryerect and said with an icy look in
her face:
“You young upstart! What do you
mean?”
There was a moment of frigid
silence In which both of the women
I ■ enn to turn cold. Then Phyllis an

COLDS
Vicks 4n a spoon
and inhale the medicat
ed vapors. Apply fre
quently up the nostrils.
Use freely before going
to bed.

VICKS
> V
R
apo

ub

Over 17 Million Jan IJttd Yearly

Ranted to. You were not coerced?'“No, sir.”

SOUTH WALDOBORO

"I'm sorry, but you’ll have to take
| your share of the crow with the rest
! of us,” he went on. with a note of
sternness In his tone. “My girl, when
I make a contract I live up to, it
I and I intend that vou shall do the
! same. You'll have11 to learn to love
and cherish this fellow, if he makes
it possible. You and your mother
believe In woman’s rights. I don't
object to that, but you mustn't think
that you have the right to break your
agreements unless there's a good rea
son for it. My girl, the marriage con
tract Is the most binding and sacred
of all contracts. I want you to/do
your best to make this one a success.”
There was the tinkle bf the tele
phone bell. Mr. Bing put the re
ceiver to his ear and spoke into the
instrument as follows:
“Yes, she's here! I knew all the
facts befoYe she told me. Mr. Delane? He's on his way back to New
York. Left on the six-ten. Charged
me to present his regrets and fare
wells to you and Phyllis. I thought
it best for him to know and to gig
Yes. we're coining right home to dress.
Mr. King will take Mr. Delane's place
at the table. We’ll make a dean
breast of the whole business. Brace
up and eat your crow with a smiling
<ace. I’ll make a little spe*h and
present Mr. and Mrs. King to our
i friends. ut the end of it. Oh, now,
cut out the sobbing and leave this un
finished business to me and don't
worry. We’ll be home In three min
utes.”

Miss Laura Benner spent the week*
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Benner.
Mrs. R. T. Winchenbach is visiting
in Warren and Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Vannah were
in West Waldoboro Sunday.
Louis Little of Bristol visited his
sister. Mrs. George T. Palmer, last
week.
A. W. Turner has gone to Auburn
where he has employment.
Mrs. Harriet Burns and Mrs. Edith
Lewis of East Friendship were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Simmons,
Sunday.
Mrs. Bessie Wallace anil Mrs. Aus
tin Winchenbach were in Rockland
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Cushman of
Friendship visited G. N. Winchenbach
Sunday.
Several men from this place went
to Bath Saturday to the horse race.
The Ladies Aid met with*- Mrs.
Mary Winchenbach and daughter, Mrs.
Lillian Hutchings, at Slaigo last
Thursday. It was a meeting enjoyed
by all for it is always enjoyable to
meet with old neighbors and friends.
Mrs. Winchenbach always lived in the
neighborhood until a few years ago
when she went to live with her daugh
ter in Jefferson. This winter they are
caring for Fred Feyler’s farm in
Slaigo, but will soon return to Jeffer
son. AU are sorry to have them go.
but the Ladies Aid is looking forward
for the good old summer time when
they will meet with Mrs. Winchenbach
and her daughter and have a reunion
at their Jefferson home.
Miss Sybil Creamer of West Waldo
boro is the guest of Mrs. Feeland Van
nah this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Besse of Friend
ship were at Mrs. Einma Brown’s Sun
day.
Miss Eunice Studley is home fof
short stay from Augusta where she is
training to become a nurse at the Au
gusta General Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Clemer Burns of North
Waldoboro spent the weekend at E. R.
Burnes.
Roy Benner got two more foxes Sat
urday—making a total of 9 in all.

CHAPTER EIGHT.

In Which Judge Crooker Delivers a
Few Opinions.
The pride of Bingville had fallen In
the dust! It had arisen and gone on
with soiled garments and lowered
head. It had suffered derision and
defeat. It could never be the, same
ag„jn
Sneed and Snodgrass recoV'

ered, in a degree, from their feeling
of opulence. Sneed had become polife, industrious and obliging. SnodEAST WALDOBORO
grass and others had lost heavily in
LaForest Mank and John Flanders
stock speculation through the failure
j of a broker in Hazelmead. They were-at Walter Calderwood’s in Union
1 went to work with a will and without Sunday.
Burleigh Mank and family were
the haughty independence which, for
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Reddington
a time, had characterized their at
Miller Sunday.
titude. The spirit of the Little Shep
Mrs. Frank Ortr and Miss Ethel
herd had entered the hearts and home Lermond were at Biatha Cumming.,
of Emanuel Baker and his wife. Pau North Waldoboro last Friday.
line and the baby were there and
Misses Maude and Miliicent Burns
i being tenderly loved and cared for. of the village are at John Rines’ while
; But what humility had entered that their mother. Mrs. Fred Burns, is at
j home! Phyllis and her husband lived Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff of North
with her parents, Gordon having
Waldoboro visited her parents, Mr.
j taken a humble place in the mill. He and Mrs. John Flanders, Sunday.
worked early and late. The Bings
Mrs. Charles Butler and two chil
had made It hard for him, finding it dren of Bath who have been visiting
, difficult to overcome their resentment her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Orff,
I but he stood the gaff, as they say, are visiting LaForest Butler at Kaler's
and won the regard of J. Patterson, Corner.
John E. Rines, Mr. and'Mrs. John A.
I although Mrs. Bing could never for
Rines and Misses Maude and Miliicent
give him.
Burns motored to Rockland Sunday to
In June, there had been public meet
call on Mrs. John Rines and Mrs. Fred
ings in the town hall addressed by Burns.
Judge Crooker and the Reverend Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Mank were in
Singleton. The judge had spoken of North Waldoboro Sunday.
the grinding Of the mills of God
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Millet., were in
North Waldoboro recently.
that was going on the world over.
Mrs. Addie Waltz called on C. T
“Our civilization has had its time of
trial not yet ended,” he began. “Its Hoffses and Will Keene Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mank. Mrs. Nel
enemies have been busy In every city
lie Reever, Mrs. M. A. Bowers and
and village. Not only in the cities Reginald
Monahan spent Sunday
and villages of France and Belgium ’evening with Alvin Barnard.
■ have they been busy, but in those of
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank called at
•Married! To V/hcm Are You Mar our own land. The Goths and Van' dais have invaded Bingville. They
ried?"
have been destroying the things ,we
was not quite steady. "It shows that loved. The false god is in our midst.
I am not so stupid at home as I am Many here, within the sound of my
at school.”
voice, have a god suited to their own
The girl rose and threw down the tastes and sins—an obedient, tract
violets ami her mild and listless man able, homeless god. It is my deliberate
ner. A look of defiance filled her opinion that the dances and costumes
face and her figure. .Mrs. Bing arose, I and moving pictures we have seen in
her eyes aglow with anger.
Bingville are doing more Injury to
“I'd like to know what you mean,” civilization than all the guns of Ger
she said under her breath.
many. My friends, you canwdo noth
“I mean that if I am a liar, you ing worse for my daughter than de
taught me how to be It. Ever since prive her of her modesty and I would
I was knee-high, you have been teach rather, far rather, see you slay my
ing me to deceive my father. I am son than destroy his respect for law
not goiiifc to ilo it any longer. I nm and virtue and decency.
going to find my father ami tell him
“The jazz band Is to me a sign of
the truth. I shall not wait another spiritual decay. It is a step toward
minut^ He will give me better ad the jungle. I hear it in the beating
vice than you have given, 1 hope.”
i of the tom-tom. It is not music. It is
The words had fallen rapidly from ' the barbaric yawp of sheer recklessher tips anil, as the last one was ' "ess and daredevilism, and it Is everyspoken, she hurried out i»f the room, where.
“Even In our economic life we are
Mrs. Bing threw herself on the couch
where she lay with certain hitter dancing to the jazz band with utter
memories, until the new maid came recklessness. American labor is be
to tell her that it was time to dress. ing niorp and more absorbed in the
She was like mie reminded of mor manufacture of luxuries — embroid
ered frocks and elaborate millinery
tality. after coming out of ether.
and limousines and the landaulets and
“Oh. Lord!” she murmured wearily.
rich upholstery and coni tires and
“I feel like going Io bed! How can I
golf courses and sporting goods and
live through rtiat dinner?
Please
great country houses—so that there
bring me some brandy."
is not enough labor to provide the
Phyllis learned that her father was comforts anil necessities of life.
at his office, whither she proceeded
“The tendency of all this Is to
without a moment’s delay. She sent
in word that she must see him alone put the stamp of luxury upon the
and as soon ns possible. He dismissed commonest needs of man. The time
the men with whom lie had been talk seems to be near at hand when a
boiled egg and a piece of buttered
ing and invited her into his private
bread will be luxuries and a family
office.
“Well, girl. I guess I know what is of children an unspeakable extrava
on your mind,” he said. “Go ahead.” gance. Let us face the facts. It is
up to Vanity to moderate its demands
Phyllis began to cry.
upon the industry of man. What we
“All right!
You do the crying need is more devotion to simple liv
and I'll do the talking," lie went on. ing and the general welfare. In plain
“I feel like doing the crying myself, old-fashioned English we need the re
but if you want the Job, I’ll resign ligion and the simplicity of our
it to you. Perhaps you can do enough fathers.”
of that for both of us. ,1 began to
«••••*•
smell a rat the other day. So I sent
Later, In June, a strike began In
for Gordon King. He came this morn
the big plant of J. Patterson Ding.
ing. I had a long talk with him. He
The men demanded higher pay and
told me the truth. Why didn’t you tell
shorter days. They were working
me? What’s the good of having a father
under a contract but that did not
unless you use him at times when
seem to matter. In a tight with
his counsel is likely to be worth hav
“scabs” and Pinkerton men they de
ing? I would have made a good
stroyed a part of the plant. Even the
father, if I had had half a chance. I
life of Mr. Bing was threatened! The
should like to have been your friend
summer was near its end whetf J.
and confidant in this important en
Patterson Bing and a committee of
terprise. I should have been a help
the labor union met in the office of
to you. But, somehow, I couldn’t get
Judge Crooker to submit their differ
on the board of directors. You and
SOLD BY
ences to that Impartial magistrate for
your mother have been running the
adjustment. The judge listened pa
plant all by yourselves and I guess
tiently and rendered his decision. It
it’s pretty near bankrupt. Now, my
was accepted.
girl, there’s no use crying over split
tears. Gordon King is not the man
ROCKLAND, MAINE
of my choice, but we must all take To be continued—Began Feb. 17.
hold and try to buld him up. Per
Back copies can be supplied
haps we can make him pay.”
“I do not love him,” Phyllis sob
Telephone that item of news to The
bed.
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
.
,
.
;
;

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

Every-Othep-Ditf

1^21.

KEEP A SUPPLY
IN THE HOUSE

SDPFHB

“ CANNED GOODS
Handy to have handy
■when company comes —
to say nothing of the something tasty, ever ready
for service to your home folks.

MJ

Any choice among the 40 odd fruits and vegetables
labelled — Superba,— is sure to be the choice. We
guarantee that.

Superba Teas and Coffees Always Please
Your neighborhood dealer sells the Superba line.
Ask for SUPERBA.

Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Distributors

»

Portland, Maine

BUY BY THE CASE
•7 •. •

V-v'.

IPS
SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE
220

.iience Hoffses and Will Keene’s
unday.
The Social Ciub met with Mrs.
Wenilall Stuilley Thursday, nine mem
bers and five visitors being present.
Clippings and items of interest were
read and music on the amberola was
enjoyed. Refreshments were served.

W. A

JOHNSTON, REG. PHC-

home after visiting her daughter in
JOHNSTON S DRUGSTORE
Pittsfield, Mass.
The Guild will have a baked bean
CCMPLET*. CHUG ANO SUNDRY
LINE. SP’CIAL ATTENTION TO
supper at 25 cents per plate Wed
PKt'SCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
nesday at 6 o'clock, at the Grange
VELOPING. PRINTING AND "EN
hall and the public is cordially in
LARGING.
vited.
1370 Main St. Rockland.

Me.

WASHINGTON
The funeral of the late Mrs. Harriet
Upham was held Tuesday morning
at 11 o’clock from the church and ilv-j
bearers were
Linwood
M itch'll
Frank Sukeforth. Sibra Crooker and
Norman Miller. The many floral of
ferings were vary beautiful. The in
terment was in Lake View cemetery,
Union.
,
Jennie Pierpont Nash who has been
receiving surgical treatment at the
Augusta General Hospital, returned J
to her home Wednesday.
Mrs. Rhoda Sukeforth is visiting
her mother, Mrs, Mary Mitchell.
Mrs. Carrie Curtis has returned

Rockland Marble and
Granite Works - - W. H. GLENDENNING. Proprietor

n

—Manufacturers of—

CEMETERY WORK
—And Dealers In—

Native and Scotch Granite,
Marble Shelves, Etc.

Lindsey Street

/III

bn>tm y'Sahfertm

(5

BU

I

(.:

K

ImhlmofSitifiam

’’HE car a man uses in his business
life must he always ready for duty.
11 is j ust this demand for a car they can
trust that causes so many business men
and professional men to drive Buicks.

The new Buick N i ncteenTwentv One
Models are cars of valuable dependablenessforbusinessu.se, whose roomi
ness. beauty and riding comfort make
them welcome in hours of relaxation.
The Authorized Buick Service is as
notably efficient as the Buick car.
Prices of the New Nineteen Twenty One
Buick Scries
Kt odd Twenty One Forty Four,
Model Twenty One-Forty Five,
Model Twenty One-Forty Six,
Model Twenty One-Forty Seven,
Model Twenty One-Forty Fight,
Model Twenty One-Forty Nine,

Model Twenty One-Fifty,

F. 0.

B.

Fatter

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used everywhere.

V. F. STUDLEY

“You

married him because you

readers will see it.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
PARK STREET,

-

-

ROCKLAND

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

e
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NINE-INCH LAW

THE PAST WEEK IN REVIEW YOUNG GIRL
Vigorously Opposed At Legis
lature Hearing In Augusta
FINDS RELIEF
— Commission
Strongly

PRIZE BREAD AT RROGKTON
»
THE

The Courier-Gazette’s Brief Glance At the Most Important Tilings
Engaging the World's Attention.

'
BREAD BAKING CONTEST IS A

Against.

An Eventful Week
A New Drive At Building Trusts
This has been an eventful week,
A new drive was begun at the
with both houses of Congress en building trusts March 1, when the fed
gaged in a desperate scramble to clear j eral grand jury at New York found
up accumulations of business and indictments against 74 corporations
reconcile differences on pending bills; land 40 individuals under Sherman anwith the outgoing and incoming Pres- ! ti-trust law for forming and maintainidents and Vice Presidents exchanging ing a “cement trust” to create a mocourtesles; with Mr. Wilson spending nopoly in the cement trade. The corthe last moments of his administra- ’ poratlons and individuals named in
lion signing bills which, without his the indictments are scattered over
signature, would have gone into the twenty states. The combine which
discard, or been carried over to the they have brought about has sueceednext Congress; and with Mr. Harding ed, it is charged, in maintaining prices,
giving final consideration to the com- ! dividing territory, limiting output, and
position of his Cabinet, and, in his in- i determining who should be allowed to
augural address, outlining, with char- ‘ buy cement, and for what purposes, it
acteristic directness and simplicity,! should be used. The trust was formed
the policies which he intends to pur- j and controlled originally by half a
sue in national and international dozen of the largest manufacturers,
affairs. A sad fheident of the week j who had drawn the others into it by
was, the death on Wednesdayeof ex- • persuasion or threats, until they were
Speaker “Champ” Clark, member of able to eliminate all competition. The
Congress since 1892, speaker for eight! outcome of the trial will be watched
years, and Democratic leader of the with keen interest.
House up to the day of his death.

FEATURE OF THE BIG BROCKTON FAIR

It 1# interesting to note that the First Prize Winner
year after year always Bakei in a Household Range.

The judgment of the practical American housewife
invariably awards first favor to Household Ranpea.

»h

t

[HOUSEHOLD
RANCES
Built
to

Bake

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L MARCUS
ODCP FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

DEER ISLE

STREET,

ROCKLAND

SWAN'S ISLAND

Mrs. Margaret Adams who has been
Lester Stanley and family are pre
iW Spending several weeks with her son paring to move from their winter
i A. G. Adams of Boothbay Harbor, re quarters at Swan’s Island village back
I turned home last Saturday and is to their old home on the Point In Min
stopping with Mr. and Mrs. D. W. turn.
Torrey for a few weeks before opening
Fred Robbins and family have re
her Cottage Island home.
turned from Bath to their home near
School closed here last Friday after the quarry in Minturn.
a successful term taught by Miss Avis
Mrs. David Massie has been visiting
Hale of Brookville.
her daughter in Hallowell.
Sabin Candage of South Bluehill
Seth Stockbridge has returned to
Was the guest of Levi Knight recently. Rose Hill Farm in Atlantic after
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Johnson of West spending most of the whiter In Rock
Deer Isle were the guests of Mrs. land.
Johnson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Mrs. Charles Staples who has been
Knight, last Sunday.
with her daughter. Mrs. Harvey Gilley
Llewellyn Damon was in Rockland and family, among the latter being
on business last week.
numbered a newly arrived son, has re
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Parker spent turned home at the east end in At
last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Parker lantic,
Eaton.
George Withee is now carrying the
Moody Eaton has gone to Boston.
Atlantic mail between the postoflice
" A number of people front here at and the steamboat wharf.
tended the dance given at Oak Vale
Tuesday night an interesting farce
[ entitled the ’’Dutch Detective” was
Club house last Friday night.
Several Masons and members of the | well rendered by a company of local
O. E. S. from here attended church ! talent at the Seaside hall in Atlantic.
last Sunday at the request of Mr. Jen - , The attendance was large and gratify
nings, pastor of the Congregational < ing, parties from Minturn and Old
church, who asked that all members of Harbor having chartered hayracks to
Marine Lodge and Harbor View Chap- ■ convey them to the Cove to enjoy the
ter O. E. S., who could to attend performance.
church that day.
Clarence Gross, a fornTer resident of
I. G. Barbour is hauling wood for A. Old Harbor, has been seriously ill in
E. Farnsworth.
Rockland but is improving.
Harry Joyce has been employed re
No representative of the “Infernal"
cently by Fred Eaton to finish his Revenue Department has yet visited
front hall.
the island to help us make out Income
Miss Dorothy Marshall was a guest tax returns.
of Mrs. Fred Eaton last week.
Mrs. Rodney Sadler of Minturn who
On Sunday morning tlje Marine fell and injured her shoulder last week,
Lodge of Masons and the Harbor View is confined to her home.
Chapter O. E. S. were the specially
invited guests of the First Congrega
ST. GEORGE
tional church and its pastor. There
Was a large attendance and the ser
(’apt. Arthur Thomas has gone to
vice was of special interest. A male
New York to join his vessel. The Cinquartet composed of Mr. Lord, Mr.
Mowry, Mr. Haskell and Mr. Jennings na Mitchell.
The third and fourth degrees were
sang during the service and a duet by
Mrs. Beulah Torrey and Mrs. iP. S. conferred on Grace Ewell, Gladys
Brown and Leonard Mattison Friday
Knowlton was finely rendered.
Rev. W. L. Jennings delivered a night and a harvest^ supper was
special address upon the topic of Mod served after the work.
Mr. and Mrs. James Kiley have re
ern Masonry.
Sunday evening a special Washing turned home from Ro’kland where
ton service was held at the chapel and they spent the weekend attending the
the pastor, Mr. Jennings, spoke upon Food Fair.
Edward Hilt has a very sore finger
George Washington. The service was
largely attended.
, caused by cab bing and jamming it in
The grammar schools through town the door of the auto.
The regular conference
meeting
are closed for a 5 week vacation.
Capt. W. S. Green has been on a was held at the church Tuesday even
ing and Rev. II. Rhoades made sev
protracted hunting trip at Sunshine.
The High School play which Is to be eral ca’lls in the afternoon.
given March 7 promises to be a record
breaker for the reserve scats are near
ly all taken at the present time and it
looks as though standing room would
be in great demand.
The High School is to serve town
meeting dinner this year at the chapel
and the proceeds are to go for grad
uation expenses.
Last year hundreds of summer peo
ple were turned away from Deer Isle
because of the lack of entertainment
and the Board of Trade has appointed
a special committee composed .of Fred
Eaton and Rev. W. L. Jennings to try
and find places for the entertainment
of the summer guests who seem to It is our belief that no
come in large numbers each year. The other remedy sold ini
Firs, at Sunset, is reported filled even Maine has received such!
at the present time. A promising sum long-continued patronage
mer outlook is before Deer Isle and a and such unstinted en
new summer hotel is needed.
dorsement from so many
At the recent Board of Trade meet well known residents of
ing It was voted to put the village cities, towns, and vil
dock in good repair and a committee lages in this statea3“L.
composed of George Beck and E. W. L.” Atwood's Medicine.
Haskell were appointed to attend to Genuine testimonials by
the matter.
the thousands are on file

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Beetle! Attention to Probate Matter*
«n MAIN

RTBEET J

! ROCKLAND

Mt

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
*11 MAIN STREET i i ROCKLAND, ME.

rtltfkeaea-OMee. *66. Heine, MU-W.

IJ-H

(raising it for its won
derful success in reliev
ing and curing every
f< rm of stomach trouble,
indigestion, dyspepsia,
acidity, loss of appetite,
gas, fluttering, nausea,
tad breath, constipation,
biliousness, etc. It is
the safe, quick remedy.
Buy it now at any store,
50 cents a bottle. Satis
faction assured by the
“L. F. ” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

Wants to Tell Other Girls

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland for
Eastern Standard Time
Augusta, A§7.00h. tn. 17.30 a. tn.,tl.W p. ra.
Bangor A§7.00a tn.. $7.30 a. nt , tl.10 p. tn
Bath. Ai7.00a.tn.. t7.30u m.. tl.10p.ro. A §4.30
p m., t4.3»5 p. m
Boston . A §7.00 a tn.. 17.30a. m.. tl.10 p. m.
Brunswick, §7.00 a. tn.. t7.30 a. tn . tl-10 p. m.,
14-3.5 p. tn
Lewiston, A§7.00a m.. t7.30a m.. 11.10 p tn.
New York, 14.33 p. tn.
Portland. A §7.00 a. tn.. t7.30a. tn.. 11 10 p. tn.,
14.35 p tn.
Waterville. A§7 00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. in., tl.10 p. m.
Woolwich, §7.00 a tn , |7.3O a. tn. tLWp.ro.,
§4.30? m.. 14.35 p m.
t Daily .except Su.ulay.
} Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
Wicb and Bath.
.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
G.2G-2Q V.P &Gen'l Mgr. Gen I Passenger Agt.

The question of amending the law
All About It
so that the legal length of a lobster
Evansville, Ind.—“I am eighteen
lit Maine would be 9 inches instead of
years old and have been bothered for
IO1,* inches was again heard before the
several months with
committee on sea and shore fisheries
irregular
„
-periods.
,
committee Wednesday and, as in yearp
Every month rpy
past, there was considerable opposi
back would ache and
tion to the idea.
I always had a cold
Judge George L. Emery of Bidde
and felt drowsy and Vinalhaven and Rockland
ford opened the case for the propo
sleepy. I work in a
Steamboat Co.
nents of the measure, saying that the
millinery shop and I
bill was not a new one to the people
went to work every
of Maine, as the proposition has been
day, but felt stupid
The direct mute between
and would have such ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NOKTII HAVEN,
advanced and with some success two
STONINGTON,
ISLE AU HAUT AND
cramps. I had seen
years ago. He said further that the
SWAN’S ISLAND
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
lobster businss was a large one and
Vegetable Comhas been a most prosperous one. "York
Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 a. m.
pound advertised and had heard several
county fishermen are in competition
women talk of it, so mother got me for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington
with Massachusetts which has a nine
some". This Vegetable Compound is and Swan's Island.
inch law and they believe that a great
Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a.
wonderful and it helped me very much,
inju»tice is being done to them and
m. for Stonington, North Haven, Vinalso that during my periods I am not now
the State of Maine.” said Judge
sick or drowsy. I have told many girls haven and Rockland.
Emery.
W. S WHITE. Gen. Mgr.
about your medicine and would lie glad
HettrieX Sent To Jail
I think that it is a good idea to
John T. Hettrick, the New York to help anyone who is troubled with
adopt a law uniform with Massachu The Farm Loan Act Declared Valid
setts ar.d Nova Scotia and see how it
STEAMBOAT SERVICE
The United States Supreme Court, lawyer, who originated and adminis similar ailments. You may use my tes
will work out. We believe that we on the 28th of February, rendered a tered the so-called "Code of Practice” timonial as you like,”—Stella Linx-BETWEENWILER.6
Second
St..Evansville,
Indiana.
have a proposition that will appeal to decision declaring valid the farm loan in the building trades, and, co-oper
Some girls lead lives of luxury, while CAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND
thinking people. I am authorized to Act designed to assist the agricultural ating with Robert P. Brindell, l’resiBELFAST
say that H. D. Crie, the director of sea development of the United States by' dent of the Building Trades Council, others toil for their livelihood, but all
Until further notice the swift and commodi
and shore fisheries, who was unable to providing readily accessible creditsI exercised so despotic a control over are subject to the same physical laws
ous steamer Castine will make daily trips be
be here today because of illness, ad to farmers through federal land banks. building operations that it was practi and suffer in proportion to their viola tween Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast.
vocates a 9 inch law for York county, The Court held that Congress had full cally impossible for a contractor who tion. When such symptoms develop as Leave Whittemore’s wharf. Camden,
on arrival of Rockland car ......... 8 05 A M.
and we would be perfectly willing to authority to establisti the land banks, was not in the combine to get a con irregularities, headaches, backaches,
zeave West Islesboro ......................... 9 00 A M.
have York county be the experiment and to exempt their bonds from State tract, or for a workman who did nof bearing-down sensations and “the Arrive in Belfast .,....................... 10 00 A.M.
blues, ’’ girls should profit by Miss Linx- Returning, leave E. S. S. Corp..........................
station.
taxation.
Commissioner Lobdell of carry a Brindell “privilege card,’1
wiler’s experience and give Lydia E.
wharf, Belfast, for above
“But we urge a 9 inch law not for the Farm Loan Board announces that price $10—to get a job, was found
landings ........................................... 1 30 PM.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial.
York county but for the whole State. there will be an immediate issue of guilty of conspiracy and coercion in
CONNECTIONS—At Belfast with M. C. R R
train to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod for
We believe that, unless we are placed farm loan bonds “to an undeterminate the Court of General Sessions at New
Estate of Mellie A. Newcomb
North Islesboro, Castine and West Brooksville.
on the same basis as Massachusetts, amount” to finance the hundred of York, February 24, and sentenced to
STATE OF MAINE
Stage to Searsport, Stockton Springs and Sandy
that the lobster business will be de millions of. dollars in loans, which had the penitentiary. Brindell had pre Knox, »s.
Point. At Camden with electric cars for Rock
a Probate Court held at Rockland in and land and Thomaston
stroyed."
already been approvjil by the board, ceded him to the penitentiary. More forAt.said
County
of
Knox
in
vacation
on
the
Information apply to George Dunton, E.
Judge Emery stated that he repre but had been held up waiting'the ap charges and trials await them both. 25th day of February, in the year of our Lord S For
S. Co. Agent, Belfast, Me Phone 24. R. L.
These are the definite results of the one thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
sented the York County Fishermen's proval or the Court.
Cook, Camden, Me.
Phone 243-3.
W. W.
A petition asking for the appointment of Bowden Cafe, Camden, Me, or Camden Lum
Lockwood Committee's iptrk, with
Association.
• • • •
Gertrude
N.
Rowe,
as
administratrix
on
the
ber
Company,
Camden.
Me
l
’
hone
130-3.
Samuel Untermeyer the chief prose estate of Mellie A Newcomb, late of Warren,
E. Wilbur Coldwaithe of Biddeford,
The German Offer at London
14 tf
COOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.
cutor.
told the committee that the associa
in said County, having been presented and ap
When the German delegates reached
• ♦ • •
plication having been made that no bond be
tion of which he was a member voted London, and on March 1, presented
equlred of said administratrix.
A Revolt Against Revolt
unanimously in favor of a 9-inch law. Germany's counter-proposals for a
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
If despatches from Riga and Mos persons iirterested. by causing a copy of this
He considered the 9-inch law as the settlement of the German indemnity, it
to he published three weeks successively
best protection to the lobster industry. appeared that they were disposed to cow- are to be credited, the Soviet gov Order
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
We know well enough that Massa dicker over ofterq falling far short of ernment at Petrograd is threatened at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap Dr#. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
chusetts smacks come to Maine and the Allies' requirements. In place of with overthrow by a succession of re pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
in and for said County, on the 13th day
take away 9 inch lobsters, .which are the Allies’ demand for approximately volts among the people, who arc de land.
Osteopathic Physicians
of March A. 0 1921, at nine o’clock In the
legal in Massachusetts," said Mr. 11,300,000,000 pounds sterling, they were manding an increase of the bread ra forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
M UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Goldwaithe, “9 inch lobsters are caught only prepared to offer 2,500,000,000 tion, the convocation of a constituent why the prayer of the petitioner should not
HOURS; 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 F. M.
granted.
on the Maine coast but we do not get pounds sterling, of which they claimed assembly, and other reforms. The 10th be ADELBERT
EVENINGS II SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
L MILES, Judge of Probate
reserve regiment of the Red army is A true copy—Attest:
them.”
TELEPHONE 130
1-tf
that 1,000,000,000 pounds sterling had
25S31
HENRY II PAYSON, Register
“If we could catch 9 inch lobsters already been paid in money and sup reported to be in mutiny, and fierce
fighting has taken place on Vassily
it would be better for all fishermen
plies. They also Stipulated that Sile
Estate of William A. Newcombe
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
island. The truth appears to be that,
id E. B. Studley of Wells, “for then
sia should remain German, and that while the Soviet government purports
STATE OF MAINE
the fishermen would act as wardens
Offlee: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
free commercial privieges should be to be a government of the proletariat, Knox, ss
and if we had a crook among us we restored to Germany throughout the
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Offloe Hour,: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
it is in fact a more absolute tyranny for said County of Knox in vacation on the
would get after him.”
world. The British Prime Minister than existed when the Czars weer in 25th day of February, in the year of our RMld.no. until 9 A. M. nnd by AmolntioaM
Judge Deering of Saco, who was
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twentydeclared that the German government1
TELEPHONES: Ruldeatt. 41-4; Offlee, I4S.
power, requiring complete submission one
associated with Judge Emery, said
appeared to have a complete misun
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
SS-tf
to the will of the little group at the
that he would not tire the committee
derstanding of the realities of the po head, and ordering the summary exe last Will and Testament of William A. Newwith corroborative evidence so lie
■orabe, late of Thomaston, in said County, hav
sition, and immediately adjourned the
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
cution, without trial, of any one who ing been presented for probate, and applica
asked all those who favored a 9-inch
conference.
tion having been made that no bond be tcventures to disobey its commands.
lobster law to arise nd about 30 hardy
Diseases of the Eye;
quired of the executor named in the win
lobster fishermen did so.
Ordered. That notice thereof be giveifi to all
Refractions, Etc.
Panama
and
Costa
Rica
At
War
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
bf
this
Harry C. Wilbur of Portland, a
Foree If Necessary
Panama and Costa Rica are at war Order to be published three weeks suewsively
member of the Commission on Sea and
The conclusion which the represen
407 MAIN STREET
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Heart: 9 to 12 A. M.; I te 8 F. ffi.
Shore Fisheries, in appearing in oppo tatives of the Allied Powers reached, in over the possession of the Coto dis at Rockland, in said County, that tiiby may
Residence,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. Ml-J.
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
he
held
at
Rock

trict,
near
the
Pacific
frontier.
Hossition to the hill, said that if Mr. Crie, their conference at London, was that
Office Telephone 493-W.
land. in and for said County, on the 15th day
the director of sea and shore fisheries, the German proposals fell so far short. tilities were begun by Costa Rican of
March A I) 1921. at nine o’clock in the
favored a 9 inch law for York county of what was demanded that they mer - forces which occupied territory held forenoon, and show cause, if any tiiey have,
DAVIS & STURM
that he spoke for himself and not for ited neither examination nor discus- I by Panama. A Presidential decree was why the prayer of the petitioner should not
be
granted.
It
was
decided
that
force
must
I
issued
by
Panama
on
the
26th
of
Febthe commission, as he and Dr. E. W sion
Chiropractor#
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
Gould, another member of the com be used, if necessary, to bring Ger ruary declaring that the country had A true copy Attest:
Palmer
School Graduate!
25831
HENRY
H
TAYSON.
Register.
been
invaded,
and
calling
on
all
Panamission, favored the present law.
many to a better understanding of the
The present lobster law is the re Allied demands.
Lloyd-George, who maians between the ages of 18 and 40
400 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Estate of Emma A. Tapley
sult of years of study," said Mr. Wilbur, had been averse to any use of force in to register for military service. The
Hour* 2:00 to 5:09 P. M. Evenlnfi 6:30 to 7.30
STATE OF MAINE
and the smallest lobster county in the compelling German compliance, ac situation created by this struggle is a
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-tf
Knox,
ss.
State, York county, is the only one cepted the French point of view, and delicate one for the United States,
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
tilt wants a 9-inch law. It is self evi consented to the use of armed forces because of its possession of the Canal for said County of Knox in vacation on the G E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
dent tht if you dump a tremendous to the extent of the occupation of Zone, and the necessity of protecting 24:h day of February, in «the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twentyquantity of lobsters on the market the Mannheim by British. French and Bel the Panama Canal against attack. one.
General Medicine
price will go down. There would be gian troops, and also of the Ruhr Panama was persuaded to disarm
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
35 Limerock Street
last
Will
and
Testament
of
Emma
A
Tapley,
just as much sense of having an 8-inch ports on the Rhine. There was a re after the completion of the Canal
of Camden, in said County, having been
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.
law as a 9-inch law. The sentiment of markable agreement of all shades of treaty, and lias been in a defenseless late
presented for probate, and application having
TELEPHONE 473
I40«Mrh29
the fishermen today is overwhelming opinion upon this course, in the condition since. This explains its ap been made that no bond be required of the
ly in favor of the present law. I do not English press, even in journals which peal to this country for the necessary executor named in the will
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
believe that Massachusetts smacks are had been accounted pasifist.
war materials.
all penona InUrwted, by cawing a espy «»♦
now coming to Maine and taking the
this Order to he published three weeks sue
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper Offlee 400 Main Street ROCKLAND. MAINi
9-inch lobsters."
published at Rockland, in said County, that
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY
Henry E. Joyce of Swan's Island
they may appear at
Probate Court to be Office Hours, until 9i.ni.; I ti4& 7 till, n
RAZORV1LLE
New York. N. Y.
told the committee that he was sent
held at Rockland in and for said County, on
OFFICE TELEPHONE 100-W
the
15,
h
day
of
March
A. I» 1921, at nine
to the hearing by lobster fishermen
o’clock* in the forenoon, and show cause, if
Keeldsnce—Thorndike House.
TEL. 090
Assets
Dec
31,
1920.
who want the present law retained.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Clark, Mr. and
any they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
...$
56,103.62 should no, he granted.
$
Why, in five years’ time,” said Mr Mrs. W. E. Overlock, Misses Verneta Real Estate .......................................
DR. C. D. NORTH
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
...
65,556 00'
Joyce, “if the law is changed in York and Maxine Elliot Farrar and Alonzo Mortgage Loans .............................
A true copy—-Attest:
county, it will have to be changed in Farrar spent the evening at our pop Stacks and Bonds ................. ... 17,403,606.12
’hysician and X-Ray Operatoi
25S31
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
other counties. I have been here, I ular Deputy Sheriffs, Sidney Humes, Cash In Office and Bank ... . .. 1,434,247.08
OFFICE. IS BmoIi Street. ROCKLANB
Estate of Mary A. Norwood
think eight times and there is nothing at Stickney’s Corner, not in his cus Agent# Balances ................. . . . 2,977.603.5
OFFICE H0UR8: Until t a. to.
3.209 58 Knox County.—In Court of Probate held at
new in the situation. People who are tody for any misdemeanor but for a Bills Receivable ...................
193.873 82 Rockland, on the 15th day of February A I).
1:00 to 3:00 en4 7:00 te 0:00 (. ■.
crying for cheaper lobsters will never social time as “Sid. and Jane" have a Interest and Rents ...............
1921
TELEPHONE 712
99-N
get them but once. Down our way, the particular gift in entertaining and All other Assets ................... ... 1,126,612.53
John L Tewksbury, Guardian of Mary A
Norwood, late of Camden, in said County, de
people think that it would be very making happy their many friends who
ceased,
having
presented
Ills
first
and
final
Gross
Assets
.....................
. . $23,260,812 32
DR. J. C. HILL
wrong to change the present lobster visit them. The evening was inter
Deduct items not admitted .. ... 1,042,870.82 account of guardianship of said estate for
law."
allowance.
spersed with violin music by Alonzo
Residence
and Office, 266 Main Street
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, once
Lewis McDonald was opposed to any Farrar.
Ice cream and cake was
week, three weeks successively, in The
Admitted Assets .............. . . .$22,217,941 50
change in the law and he believed that served.
Office
Hours:
Rockland, Me,
Courier-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
the present law is the best one that
County, that all persons interested may attend
The rainstorm of Monday put tire
10
to
11
A.
M.;
1
to
2
P.
M.;
6 to 8 P. M.
a Probate Court to be held at Rockland,
tile State ever had.
sleighing out of commission and Net Unpaid Losses ................... . ..$ 2,828,121.54 at
on the 15th day of March next and show
126-tf
Dr. E. W. Gould of Rockland, a everybody is back on wheels again.
Unearned Premiums .............. ... 7,082,852 09 cause, if any they have, why the said account
member of the commission on sea and
Charles H. Savage who has been AU other Liabilities ................. ... 1.697,986 66 should not be allowed
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
shore fisheries, also spoke against the fitting up W. E. Overlocks wood pile, Cash Capital ........................... . . . 5,000,000.00
A true copy- Attest:
9-inch lobster bill.
finished the job Saturday night and Surplus over ail Liabilities . ... 5,608.981 21
25S31
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
75
MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
The present law regulating the tak has gone to Union Io get up his fath
ing of lobsters is founded upon scien er’s wood.
Total Liabilities & Surplus. .. .$22,217,941 50
Estate of Adelaide L. Clough
Offlee Hours— Until 9 a. m.: I to 3: 7 to 9 a. n.
Feb. 17-24 Meh 3
STATE OF MAINE
tific facts,.not alleged facts but scien
Mr. and Mrs. George McLcarn who
Telephone 141-3
Knox, ss
tific facts, that is, it is based upon the have been visiting her mother, Mrs.
2-If
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
life history and re-producing func Sanford Jones, coming Especially to be CONNECTICUT GENREAL LIFE INSURANCE for said Comity of Knox in vacation on the
COMPANY
25ith day of February, in the year o, our Lord
tions of the lobster,” said Dr. Gould. present at the Wellman-Spear wed
DR. A. W. FOSS
Hartford, Connecticut.
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-one
It' has been proved beyond question ding returned to Waterville Saturday.
A petition asking for the apimintment of
II Beeek Street
that it is an exceptional rarity for lob
Pearley F. Merrifield as administrator on the
Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Williard E. Overlook has been in
sters to re-produce their young before Augusta for the past few days, com Real Estate ................................... . .$ 47,0225 46 ea.ate of Adelaide L. Clough, late of KockROCKLAND. MAINI
Mortgage Loans ....................... ..15,232.375 17 |M»rt, in said (’ounty. having been presented
arriving at a stage of less than nine bining business and pleasure.
Collateral Loans ......................... .. 3.510,276 03 and application having been made that tm bond OFFICE HOURS: l:M to I:M| 7MD It DM
inches in length but that they do
be required of said administrator
Mrs. Charles E. Savage has been ill Stocks and Bouds ....................... ..10.521.247
TELEPHONE Mt
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to
Csish in Offlee and Bank .......... .. 345,104 11
spawn before reaching ten and one- but ig better.
13-13
Agents' Balances .......................
11.849 37 all persons interested, by causing* a copy of
half inches in length,” continued Dr,
Miss Mary Humes of Stickney’s Interest and Rents .....................
642.944 72 this Order to be published three weeks sucGould.
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Corner is visiting her grandparents, All other Assets ......................... .. 1.587.384 33 cesalvely
published at Rockland, in said County, tha
“One reason why these men appear Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Clark.
they
may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
Gross
Assets
........................
.$32,321,406 25
in opposition to the present law is the
Osteopathic Physician
Deduct items not admitted ....
63,354 24 at Rockland in and for said County, on the 15th
day of March A I) 1921, at nine o’clock in
better and more efficient enforcement
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Admitted Assets ................. .$32,258,052 01 the forenoon, and show cause, if any they 36 SCHOOL STREET
of this law, and tacitly urge in their
Jiave, why the prayer of the petitioner should
Liabilities Dec 31. 920
•
Hours 9:06 A. M. to 4 :00 P. M.
contention that science is all wrong
Net Cii pa id Losses ...................
44.R50 (HI not be granted
Evenings by Appointment
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
that the taking of the immature lob
Unearned Premiums ................. . . 493.249 20
Telephone 323.
1-tf
lAII other Liabilities ................. ..29,616.196 72 A true copy Attest:
stern has no effect on the future sup
25S31
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Cash Capital ...............................
800.000
On
ply in other words, they are using an
Surplus over all Liabilities ... . . 1,303,756 09
DR. F. S. POWERS
alleged scientific fact to accomplish
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Total Liabilities and Surplus . .$32,258,052 01
their object. “I can give no better il
Whereas. <’ A. Fuller, of Appleton, in the
DEANE
S.
THOMAS.
Maitauer
for
Maine
Dentist
County of Knox and State of Maine, by his
lustration of this condition than by
Cusco Mercantile Trust Bldg Portland. Me. mortgage deed dated September 29. 1917. i
ORTHODONTIA (etrelihtonlei teetk)
calling attention to a protest against
25831
recorded in Knox (’ount'y Registry of Deeds, GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGE
the use of beam trawlers by the fish
Book 165, Page 296. conveyed to me, the un
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
COMMONWEALTH CASUALTY COMPANY
dersigned, a certain parcel of real estate, situ
ermen of England, a committee of
Reear Stock................ Foot of Perk Street
ated in said Appleton, and bounded and de Offlee Hour,: 9 to 12; I to 5.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
TEL. 749-M.
whom appeared before the Ministry of
scribed as follows: On the northerly side by
Fisheries in London and asserted that
land formerly of Isaac Fuller: on the cast by
Assets Dec. 31, 1920
the Pettengtll Stream: on the south by land
tht* dragging of the trawl on the ocean
DR. LAWRY
Stocks and Bonds ..
...$ 461.008 69 formerly of Laura Fuller; ami on the west by
Cash in Office and B ank .........
bottom destroyed the spawn of hot
104.557 00 the road leading past the farm known as the
Agents’ Balances ..
116.151 53 Isaac Fuller place
M Oak Street
tom fish, which theory was shown to
Bills Receivable . . .
4.810 69
Also one other piece of land oil the west
HOURS:
ROCKLAND, HR.
lie wrong as science had demonstrat
Interest and Rents .
5.961 17 side of the road mentioned above and being
All other Assets ...
ed that bottom fish were pelagic IQfi
9,000 00 the same conveyed by Mrs Annie (’lark to
Uettl l:M a. «.
spawners, that is, that the eggs were
Daniel Smnv. by deed dated Aug. 30. 1868, 2 to 4 e. at.: 7 to 9 a. D.
TELEPHONE 171
Gross Assets . .
...» 701,489 08 recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 37.
free floating.
Deduct items not adinitted . ..
46.619 03 Page 142, to which deed reference may be had
“Viewed in this light an 8-inch law
DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
for a niorp particular description
Admitted Assets
...$ 654.870 05
on lobsters would be no more disas
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Dentist
has been broken, now thcretore, by reason Of
trous numerically to the lobster indus
Net Unpaid Losses .
...» 68.170 59 the breach of the condition thereof, I claim
Unearned Premiums .. A.........
204,638 92 foreclosure of said mortgage.
try than a 9-inch law.”
4M MAIN STREET, ROCKLANB. MAINE

DR. F. B. ADAMS

191

|BE SURE
AND GET

Oil

AGENT

FOR

EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA
PHONOGRAPH and RECOROS
All kinds of talking
Machines Repaired
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
Violins Made and Repaired

ItCLI, MAINE
S. t.ROCKLAND,
F

WFLT

COUGHS COLDS
and HOARSENESS

862 MAIN 8T,
UPSTAIRS

All other Liabilities
Cash Capital ..........
Surplus over all Liabilities ...
Total Liabilities and Surplus
24Tl»27-30

ICA BRIGGS COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE MASS.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

V

THE UIAMONH BRAND.
A
Y.>4kitt A«k yo«r Dm.rirt for
Ckl^kea-ter ■ Diamond IIr»i,d/A>
in Rtd •»<! Gold n.tuluAVJ
boxes, MSb.d with Blue Ribbon.
Take n« elber. Bny ef yenr ▼
DrwnM. AskforCII/X'lfES-TEB®
DIAMOND BRAND PI LIA foe
year# k nown >5 Rest, Safest, Always Rellabia

Inin

M

44,274 86
Dated a, said Appleton, this eighteenth day
Oaeoelto Thorndike Hotel
300,000 00 of February, 1921.
X-RAY and DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT
37,785 68
F. L. DAVIDSON.
u-tr
25S31.
Guardian of Eva R. Robinson.
...» 654,870 05
Estate of Risto Ikonen. alias Ristian Ikorist

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
NOTICE
The subscriber heroby gives notice tha, <
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL February
15, 1921. lie was duly appointed
Dentist
ancillary administrator of the estate of Risto
C. B. 8ILSBY, Surgeen
Ikonen alias Ristian Ikorist alias Kristo Ikonen
4D7 MAIN STREET, ROCKLANB, Ml.
or Ekonen alias Christopher Johnson, late of
Above Huetoe-Tettle Seek Store
Quincy, Mass , deceased, and on Feb 18, 1921,
X-BIT Operator
was qualified to fill said trust by giving bond Phone 49S-M. Offlee Hours: 9 to 12 tad I to ■
(I lOKMCK STREET, 10CILAI#
as tiie law directs.
All persons having demands against the
TELEPHONE 12»
estate are desired to present the same for se,
ARTHUR L. ORNE
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
to make payment immediately to me or Charles
Every Issue o( The Courier-Gazette T Smalley, my legally appointed agent for
Insurance
carries the home news of Knox county Maine.
MAURICE SPILLANE.
Seeoetoer to A. I. Ereklet A Ca.
to every State in tha Union and to
108 Mass. Ave . Boston. Mass,

SOLD TWISTS EVERYWHERE many foreign lands.

March 2. 1821.

March 5-12-19

i'.l MAIN STREET i S J ROCKUHD, MA1RS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday,'March'5, 1921. '
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THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

Miss Doris Ham entertained the
members ot the I. S. C. Wednesday at
a 6 o’clock dinner, and the remainder
of the evening was spent with music
and dancing.
The Beta Alpha will be held at the
home of Mrs. Marie Kinger Monday
evening.
Mrs. Theresa A. Keene of Waldoboro
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Abbie
Montgomery.
Mrs. W. F. Clark left Friday morn
ing for Bansor where she will spend a
week or two with Mr. Clark.
Miss Lois Hallowell returned Thurs
day from Portland where she has been
spending the past ten days.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Barry left Friday
morning for Eoslon where Mr. Barry is
to receive hospital treatment.
Mrs. William Atwood delightfully
entertained friends at auction Wed
nesday evening. Frank Jacobs being
prize winner. Delicious refreshments
of salad, sandwiches, cake and cocoa,
candy and salted nuts were served and
v'.ctrola selections were much enjoyed.
The Christian Endeavor
Trolley
"League will meet with the church in
Warren Friday, March 11. Lunch at
6 p. m. The speaker of the evening
will be Rev. Andrew Young of Rock

Miss Ruth Vaughan of the Silsby
Hospital Rockland, was a guest of
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar Thursday.
Miss Alice Aborn has returned to
Belfast after spending the winter at
Charles F. Collins.’
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Rich who have
been spending the winter in town re
turned Friday to their home in Tre
mont.
Rev. Andrew Young, and thirteen
boys from the Sunday schools and
Y. M. C. A. left Friday morning for
Portland to attend the State Boys’
Conference.
The members of the Fred A. Nor
wood Relief Corps attended the fu
neral services of Mrs. Walter Higgins
in Camden Thursday afternoon and
performed their impressive burial ser
vice. •
Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred Knight were
given
a very
pleasant
surprise
Thursday evening by a few of their
neighbors and friends, who assembled
at their home on Amesbury Hill
where the evening was delightfully
spent A deliclpus picnic supper was
served after which cards were en
joyed.
Mrs. Patrick Gillick of Camden was
calling on friends in town Wednes
day.
Mrs. 'Joseph E. Avery of Bath has
been the guest of her son. Maurice
Avery, this week.
There will be no preaching service
at the Baptist church Sunday morn
ing on account of the absence of the
pastor but Sunday school will be
held at the usual hour. Notice will
be given Sunday in regard to the
evening service.
Elmer Graffam is home from Milli
nocket where he has been employed.
Chaster L. Pascal left Wednesday
for a trip to the West Indies. He
sails today from New York on the
steamer “Pastores/ and his .many
Rockport friends extend their best
wishes for a very pleasant sojourn.
The Enkuklios Club of the Rock
port High School will give the play,
Rainbow Kimona” Tuesday evening,
Mar. 8 at Shepherd Hall. There will
be a dance after the play with music
furnished by the Camden High School
orchestra.
At the Methodist Church Sunday.
.SO p. m. the Rev. J. S. Crossland will
take for his subject “The Devil On
The Run.” Everybody invited.

port.

Charles Jordan of Brunswick was in
town Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crockett of
Bath spent the weekend with Mrs.
Crockett’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Russ.
Mrs. Lucy Wilson entertained the
following guests at a picnic supper
Thursday: Miss Clara Spear. Mrs.
Charles W. Creighton, Miss Harriet
Williams. Miss Mary Cousins, Miss
June Andrews, Miss Mabelle Brown
and Miss Letitia Creighton. ■
Herbert Washburn of Portland was
in town Friday.
Mrs. John Brown who has been
upending the past week in Portland re
turned home Friday.
Mrs. Joseph Emery entertained the
Bridge Club Wednesday evening.
The Baptist Mission Circle meets at
the home of Mrs. E. O’B. Burgess Mon
day afternoon.
Fred H. Robinson has entered the
employ of the H. C. Derby Co., New
York, and will travel through Maine.
Rev. E. W. Webber will preach al
the Baptist church Sunday evening.

WARREN
Mrs. Carrie Vaughan has been vis
iting relatives in Rockport.
A stereopticon lecture will be given
at the Congregational church Sunday
evening on Mohammedanism, or the
land of the “Lotus Flower" and a
special collection will be taken.
All
are welcome.
The town reports are being distrib
uted.
Mrs. E. F. Montgomery attended the
Circle at Mrs. Jordan’s in South War
ren Thursday a/ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stewart
went to Boston Monday.
Rev. C. W. Turner was in Nobleboro
Tuesday on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moore and Mr.
and Mrs. Alton Foster and two chil
dren were guests Sunday at Fred
Moore’s.
Mrs. Martha Spear has returned
home from Rockland where she was
called by the Illness of her sister.
Warren Grange conferred the first
and second degrees on one candidate
Tuesday evrtilng.
Warren Grange will furnish Town
Meeting dinners Monday.
Earle Spear is ill with til measles
at his home in East Wa.-rea.
Mrs. French and son Cedric cf Rock
land are guests at Mrs. J. M. Studley’s,
Main street.
Allen Gardner of Tenant’s Harbor
was in town Thursday en route for

WEST ROCKPORT

Several young people from Mt.
pleasant Grange
visited
Warren
Grange Feb. 22 and they report that
the meeting, supper and program *ere
fine and that the Warren people are
royal entertainers.
A canning factory is being suggest
ed by the Finn people of this place.
Mrs. Anna Clark will entertain the
Ladies Sewing Circle March 10 and
members are requested to be present
as special work will be taken up.
Mrs. William Brown and daughter
Josephine visited relatives in Rock
ville Sunday.
Mt. Pleasant Grange hell its even
ing session Feb. 25 and first and sec
ond degrees were conferred on several
candidates.
Al. McLain has returned to his
work in Camden after being confined
to the house with the prevailing epi
demic.
Several from this place attended
the Food Fair held in Rockland.
The sledding has left us entirely
and March came in warm and spring
like so it will probably go out like a
lion, as the old adage says.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald and son
Union.
S. E. Norwood is quite ill at liis Robert were in Camden Friday even
ing to attend Evangelistic services at
home on Camden street.
Arthur Peabody lias purchased a the Congregational Church.
Dort automobile.
Mrs. Emily Hodgkins returned Sun
day from North Waldoboro, where she
has spent a few weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Ida Mallett.
Mrs. Harold Boggs and daughter
postponed their return to Portland un
til Wednesday on account of the
storm.
Helen Robinson is visiting her aunt
Mrs. Nellie Thompson, in Friendship.

UNION THEATRE
THOMASTON

MOTION PICTURES
TUESDAY EV’NG, MARCH 8
Lyons & Moran in
“FIXED BY GEORGE"
Second Episode of “Dragon's Net"
And a Good Comedy.

ALLEN & WHEELER CO.
Best Flour, by bag, $ 1.45
By barrel, in paper, $1 1.50
Bran, bags,
$ 2.00
Corn Meal and Cracked
Corn, bag,
$ 1.90
100 lb. bags—full weight

E. H. BURKETT’S
UNION, MAINE

24.tr

Ether!
UOfcat » wonderful aid to surgical
science and what a precious
boon to humanity! How many
thousands of lives it has saved —
how many poor sufferers it has re
stored to health — by making Berious
and delicate operations possible!
Ether is universally acknowledged
as ‘‘a heaven sent blessing to the
world” and while it is but one
among the many valuable ingredi
ents that are combined in the famous
old

Johnson’s
Anodyne

Liniment

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
Thomaston
I have just taken the agency for
the DIAMOND
DISC PHONO
GRAPHS and RECORDS. Como in
and hear them.
$350 Electric Victrola ............... $150
Polly Prim Aprons ........... .....79c, 89c
Crepe de Chine Blouses ..........$5.98
New Scarfs, Silk and Wool.
Tams in all new shades.
All Wool Hose, special .............. $1.89
All Ginghams and Percales .......23c

PILLSBURY'S STUDIO

yet the presence of this great ano
dyne exerts a soothing and healing
influence — stops pain — and other
wise porforms its important share
in the treatment of Cough3, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment origi nated as the prescription of a family
physician — is for internal and ex
ternal uso — older than any other —
different from all others.

All dealers.

25 and 50c.

I have just returned from the
Eastman School of Professional
Photography in Boston with three
large trunks full of new ideas. Can
take care of my customers in better
Style than even.
Sittings—days, evenings and Sun
days by appointment.
PHONE 33-11

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Real Hand Painted China
THOMASTON, MAINE

Tues.-Sat.

(J A wgnt gj find* the
party who wanti yow

property in a few

days

CAMDEN

“FEELS LIKE ANEW MAN”
SAYS COHOES, N. Y.,
MAN

The Camden Village Corporation
held its annual w meeting Tuesday
evening at the Opera House and
Edward Laundry, 74 Main Street, elected the following officers: Reuel
like
a
new
man
sa>s1 just feel
Robinson, moderator; J. L. Tewks
slnce 1 started t0 take Goldine. I bury. clerk: Walter Elliott, Charles
never saw any I T. Swan and George Mixer, assessors; j
thing like it to .George E. Allen, treasurer; and John
help and I have i J. Paul, collector. After hearing nnd
tried lots of .modiaccepting the report of the officers for
Cities. My trouble
.
>
.. ikidneys.
u .
I*1” ‘ t , year,
was my
,, the
. meeting
, ... was ad1 journed to March 22 at <.30 p. m. to
Had to get up,
two or three times await the action of the.town meeting
every night and on the question of transferring the
my back was so Opera House to the town.
Tlie Pbiiathea class will give a
lame I could hard
ly bend over. I supper in the Baptist vestry. March
tried every kidney 9 and a large attendance is desired.
Elmer Collamer. ’24. of Lincolnville,
pill on the mar
ket but nothing was struck in the right eye by a bullet
ever helped me from an air rifle last week and was
like one bottle of taken immediately to the Knox Hospi
tal, but it is feared that he may lose
Edward Laundry
Goldine No. 2. and I am telling every the sight in that eye.
A. B. Stevenson has installed a
body I met what a good medicine it is
telephone in his Paik street candy
for kidney trouble.”
factory.
(Signed).
Edward La (indry.
For sale by all druggists or send 10c
Gordon Skewes, Charles Babb, Ray
for liberal sample.
mond Stockwell, Francis Drown. Al
Goldine Mfg. Co.. Dept. S. Albany. N. Y. ton Brown, Robert Mayhew. Hillard
Furlong. Bert Stevenson, Harry Joy.
GOLDINE REMEDIES
GOLDINE NO. I In used In the treat
Lewis Cucinotta ar.d John Taylor, th<
ment of the Stomach. Heart. Nerves. Inlocal leader, are attending the 15th
(tigestinn. Physical Decline an<l Debility
Annual Boys’ Y. Al. C. A. Conference
to Build up and Create Strength. Put up
In the Yellow Package*. Shawn'* Photo
which is being held in Portland. March
and Signature on Each.
Liquid and
4, 5, and 6. Among the speakers ol
Tablet form.
GOLDINF. NO. • It UM>d 1n the treat
the convention are Albert E. Roberts
ment of Catarrh, the Kidney* and Blad
of New York, E. S. Turner of the
der. Liver Trouble, the Blood. Rheuma
Phillipines, Fred B. Smith of New
tism. Weak Back. Lumbago. Eruption
and Skin Diseases and to Purify the En
York, and others. Gov. Baxter spoke
tire System. Put up In the Green Pack
at the big banquet given at City Hall
ages.
Shawn's Photo and Signature on
Each. Liquid and Tablet form.
last evening and W. O. Fuller of
GOLDINE LAXATIVES are need for
Rockland was toastmaster.
Constipation. Coetiveneaa. Liver Trouble.
Miss Thelma Fish of Appleton is to
(Jail Trimble. Congestion of the Liver
nnd for Cleansing the Organs of Diges
enter training for a nurse at the Bel
tion and Excretion.
levue Hospital. Brooklyn. X. Y., hav
GOLDINE OIL is n»ed In the treat
ing left school here.
ment of Rheumatic Pains. Sciatica. 8ore
Muscles. Muscular Cramps. Lumbago,
As the wotnen are likely to be pres
Lame Back. Sprain*. Neuralgia. Tonslent at the citizens’ caucuses next
lltis. 8ore Throat. Colds In Chest. Bron
chitis. Asthma. Whooping Cough, and
week. thus making tile Firemen's Hal’
other conditions of Congestion and In
the usual, too small lor comfort; tilt
flammation.
new military company through Capt
NOTICE—Goldine Products may be
secured through leading drug stores
Stover has very kindly offered thi
everywhere nr from the Goldine Mfg. Co..
Opera House for that purpose and thi
Box 115. Albany. N. Y.
Goldine is sold in Rockland at John caucuses will be held there, probably
both the same night.
ston’s Drug Store.
Notwithstanding the heavy rain
there was a good attendance at the
Eastern Star birthday party Monday
VINALHAVEN
evening and about 125 people sat
down to a delicious supper at 6.30
Town Meeting next o'clock. The central table, reserved
Remember,
for the Past Matrons and Patrons
Monday
The Washington Club was enter was adorned with a birthday cake
upon which were 21 burning candles
tained Saturday evening by Mrs. L. C.
commemorating the chapter’s birth
Smith and Mrs. G. A. Newbert at the day on Feb. 26. Tiie cake was after
latter’s home. The dining room was wards cut
and everybody had a
decorated in the club colors, red and chance to sample it- The committee
green, and a baked bean supper was in charge is entitled to much credit
served. All members of the club were for the success of the occasion. After
in costume.
supper there was an entertainment
The subject of the Lesson semon consisting of a history of the ehaptei
for the Christian Science Society for by’ Reuel Robinson, Past Patron: duet,
Sunday will be “Man.” Services are by Mrs. Mathews and Mrs. Grinnell:
held in the Christian Science hall, each piano solo by Miss Knowlton; flflut,
Sunday at 11.30, and the public is cor solo by Mr. Ritterbusb; vocal solo by
dially invited.
Mr. Shermarfl and various eloquen’
An old fashioned costume party will and witty remarks by the several
be given at the Town Hall on March Past Matrons and Patrons and visit
17. under the auspices of the Amer ing sisters and brothers. W. P. Har
ican Legion.
Everyone holding a old H. Nash presided during the en
ticket will have a chance on the five tertainment in an able manner. On
dollar gold piece, and the first prize the whole, inspite of the storm and
for a lady in costume will be a two •the icy sidewalks it was one of the
dollar and a half gold piece and the most successful birthday parties Sea
first prize for a man in costume will
side Chapter ever gave.
also be a two dollar and a half gold
Miss Marion French, teacher at
piece. Refreshments, will be served
Camden High School, was operated
at intermission and music will be fur
on at the Sisters’ Hospital in Water
nished by tlie Arion Orchestra.
Canton Vinalhaven arrived Thurs ville for appendicitis last week, but
day from Rockland where they con- . resumes teaching again the latter
ferred degees on live candidates tor | part of next month.
Miss Hazel I-ane of Rockport is
Canton Lafdyette.
The Owls were entertained Wed temporarily taking the place of Miss
nesday evening at the home of Mrs. Katherine Hatch, French and l^itin
teacher at C. H. S., who was obliged
Fcrnald Ames.
Gardner Libby arrived Tuesday from to give up her position on account ol
her brother's critical illness at thei:
Morrill.
•
Lafayette Carver Corps met at the home in Fairfield.
homb of Mrs. A. U. Patterson Tues
day and the next meeting will be with
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Mrs. C. H. B. Seliger at the parson
age.
NOTICE
Reuben T. Carver is quite ill at his
I wish to inform the voters of the
home on Carver street.
The following services will be held town of Camden that I shall be one of
next Sunday, the fourth in Lent, at the candidates at the next annual
the Union Congregational churcly: town meeting. March 14, 1921, for
Bible school. Herman T. Arey, super Road Commissioner.
And also say that I have served the
intendent, 10.15: as it is the first Sun
day in the month the Sunday senoo! town of Rockport as their Road Com
off ring will be taken for missions; missioner for ten years.
morning worship, 11.30 a. m., the fam
Charles A. Carleton.
ine in China will be the subject of the
Camden, Me., Feb. 21, 1921. 24-31
sermon; regular evening service, 7 p.
m. Ail are welcome.

DRY HARD WOOD
NORTH HAVEN
A sewing circle is being organized
at Pulpit Harbor and the first meet
ing will be held March 9.
Town meeting will be held in Union
hall Monday next. Ay there are 44
articles in the town warrant a busy
time is looked forward to.
D. A. Whitmore is building a boat
for Parker Ladd of Camden.
Herman Cooper has been in Cam
den the oast week. •
Teresa Whitemore in Secretary for
Larkin Co. and expects to send an or
der this month. It is an Economy
club, and members order all their
products and premiums at one half
the catalogue price. It requires no
formal club organization and the
number of customers or members
may vary with each order. Eaeh
member may buy as mugh as she
likes without pledge to future pur
chases and new catalogues and blanks
have just been received containing
many reductions in price.
Mrs. Eva Cooper was in Vinalhaven
a few days last week, the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wooster.

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

FOR SALE

Every-Other-Day

BwsnKanacsmtnMMafiKXtcmw

EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

"Home of Good Values”

United States Government
Army Hip Rubber Boots

LONG SAWED OR FITTED

Same Price, $12.00
NOT DELIVERED
Provide Your Own Cartage

Telephone 304-R
22-tf

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
IEGULATION SIZE WITH NAME
ANU ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
.

For Pound etze
Postage. <5 cents addltloaai

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1000,- £4.00 and 16 cents post
age for each 1000.

Lost and Found
LOST -Between Friendship and North War
ren. via Cushing, March 1. cord tire on de
mountable ritn, with tail light and plate hold
er attached. License No. 671 Reward Notify
WILBVR A. MORSE. Friendship
28-33
LOST—A brown and white fox terrier, with
hob tail. Answers to the name of “Buster."
W. J FRYE. Tel 633-1
*«♦»

Just received a

ited number

first

lim

of

these

quality $10 Value

Hip

Boots

Rubber

from the U. S. Govern

ment

Army

Base.

If

you want a Pair, you’ll
have to act quick.

Or

der by Mail,
All Mail Orders must

be

by

accompanied

eheck or money

order.

Money Refunded if not

Satisfactory,
Parcel Post 10» Extra.

Wanted
WANTED Agents make $75 weekly Belling
ran teen hosiery We guarantee $36 weekly
full time; 75c au hour spare time Exnerbm »
unnecessary.
PERFECTWEAR
HOSIERY.
Jarby, Pa_________________________
28*lt

WANTED—Reliable young woman with some
knowledge of plain cooking. Best possible con
ditions. and excellent wages. Remarkable ot»en’ng Anplv MRS E H HAWLEY. 780 High
St.. Bath. Tel 725.__________________26-31
WANTED—First class flour, feed or grocery
salesman, on commission
A man who can
sell ear load lots to dealers To sell a well
known flour and teed None but hustlers ne“(i
apply Address “S” care of THE COURIERGALETTE.___________ __ ______________ 28-31
WANTED—Maid for general housework.
MRS F 1 BICKNELL, 12 Knox St.
26-tf
~WANTED All kinds of sewing.
Prices
reasonable 26 PARK STREET________ 26*29
WANTED—Position as nurse. Apply to M‘RS.
M. W. HART Tel 44-6, or Box 46, Glenn,ve,
Me
_______________________ 26*29

WANTED- -Girl for gene Ail housework Apply at WINDSOR HOTEL, Myrtle St. 26-29
WANTED—Experienced stenographer. Write
G.” care Courier-Gazette.
_________ 25-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, mala
md female. Highest pricos paid
JOHN S.
KANLKTT, Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14
15tf
WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
iaid for heavy or light sails
W F TIB
BETTS. Sa Hanker, 61 Front SL Tel. 225-R.
Tel. residnece 775-W.
89-tf

WANTED—Chef a, cooks, waitresses, cham
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 und 2 and 6 and 7
MRS HAWLEY, 780
High St.. Bath. Me. Tel 725
100-tf

NOTE—This Offer is for Ten Days Only as
we have a limited quantity of these goods

at the old price.

WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM, North
Haven. Me.
155*38
Printer—man
or
WANTED—Experienced
143-if
woman. THIS OFFICE.

The new lots will cost

about a dollar more.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Pair of ladies’ black boots, al
most new ; size 6AA Inquire P 0. 331 28-31
FOR SALE—Harley Davidson motorcycle,
with side car, model 16J; new storage battery;
Al condition. C. LAMSON, Flye’s Garage
28*31

FOR SALE—FARM—150 acre farm. 2 story
house of 12 rooms, good repair, nice cellar,
175 fruit trees, large barn 30x70, 3 ben houses;
wood for home use: strawberry plants. For
terms apply to KNOX REAL ESTATE CO, 299
Main St. Tel 276-M. Office hours. 9-12. V&,
6-9.
28-tf

4-6 CENTER STREET, BATH, ME.

PORTLAND

LEWISTON

WATERVILLE

HOME

OF

GOOD

BATH

VALUES’

ALL WOOL
$6.00

ar.d

$7.00

Extra Heavy

PANTS

FOR SALE—Black and tan rabbit hound
pups, 6 weeks old RODNEY SKINNER, 12k
Pleasant St., Rockland.
27*30

FOR SALE—English Yorkshire hog for sale
or will trade for fresh heifer or cow. Apply
at 42 GLEN STREET Tel. 63-1.
27*29
FOR SALE—House and barn
Inquire of
MISS MINNIE DRINKWATER, 15 Jefferson St.
27-tf
FOR SALE—House, stable and five acres of
Held situated in Warren. Inquire of K. Y.
WIGHT. Warren, Me
27-tf

FOR SALE—A gas
PLEASANT STREET

range.

Apply

at 10
26-29

FOR SALE Hand picked apples, -by bushel
or barrel. Call DR DAMON’S OFFICE. 26-tf
FOR SALE—Skate
rollers,
at
FRANK
JOOST’S Carpenter and Boat Shop, 737 Main
Street
.
25-28

WANTED—Men or women to take orders
among friends and neighbors for the genuine
guaranteed hosiery, full line for men, women
and children.
Eliminates darning. We pay
75c an hour spare time or $36 a week for full
time. Experience unnecessary Write INTER
NATIONAL STOCKING MILLS, Norristown.
Pa.___________________ _______________ 4S31*
FOR SALE—At a bargain, piano In first class
condition. Reason for selling, do not care to
store. Inquire of W. T. DUNCAN Tel. 579-W.
25*28

-AT—

$3.95
Brown and Plain Dark Grey.

FOR SALE—Hard wood, sawed stove length,
$14 per cord. RANDALL JONES, Thomaston.
Tel 164-2
27*30

FOR SALE—FARM—With plenty of wood
and water and feed for the stock. Inquire of
F_ A Tl TTLE^Owl s Head,_Mcu______ 27*32
FOR SALE—18 tons first class English hay,
and a farrow cow. Address Z L. KNIGHT,
Rockport Tel. 77-11.
27*30

FOR SALE—Western horses; also some good
acclimated horses McKINLEY & CARLETON’S
SALE STABLE. Washington St., Camden. 24*31
FOR SALE—Double telement house of 12
rooms on Granite St.; electric lights, cemented
cellar; first class condition. Six room house
on Grace St , electric lights, nice cemented
cellar, barn, 2 lots. Apply to KNOX REAL
ESTATE CO . 299 Main St., Spear Block Tel.
876-M.
23-tf

Strictly All Wool.

All Sizes

FOR SALE—New and qecond hand furniture
it B L. RYDER’S. Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead,
opposite Oakland Park car station. The farm
contains about 38 acres. Splendid pasture and
uantities or berries. Wood for home use.
rchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit.
See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms,
across the road, or write Rocklaud, R F. D.
122 G.
10-tf

S

Order by mail.

We prepay parcel post

—at the—

KNOX COUNTY JAIL

Advertisements In this column Plot to eiceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 4 times
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 4 times. Six word*
make a line.

American Clothing Co,
Bath, Maine

4 and 6 Center Street

FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
home Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO.. Bel
fast. Me
7*tf
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines.
These engines, one of them In good shape, but
both iu good running order. Will soil either
one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
mill. The reason of sale Is that I am going
to use electric motors for grinding. L. N.
LITTLEHALE.
4-tf

FOR SALE—In Camaen, 17-room lodging
house on Chestnut street, near P. 0. and Y. M.
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountain*;
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
furnished. Bargain if taken at once. Call at
42 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41-li.

134-tf

CLARK ISLAND
This village was saddened to hear
I of the death of William Richards, aged
88 years, one of the oldest innabitants
of the place. Known here by young
and old as* “Uncle Bill” whose death
occurred at the Knox hospital at
Rockland Feb. 27. He suffered un
complainingly for more than a year
but was confined to his bed only one
week before his death. He was buried
from the church at this place Tuesday.
He was tiie eldest of three brothers’,

Io Let
Mrs W. B. Hewett is confined to
the house by a bad cold.
TO LET—Tenement tor small family, with the
Mr., and Mrs. F. D. Clifford. A. A.
I use of poultry house and barn if wanted Ap
ply on the premises. MRS. LUCY' FISII “The
i Bartlett and Irene Bartlett attended
I Creek.” Thomaston, Me
27-tf
i church and Sunday school at' West
$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
TO LET—Six room flat, bath and electric
, Washington last Sunday.
For Half Pound size
I lights
Apply at 104 NORTH MAIN STREET.
1 Among those who attended church
Tel. 27-11
27-tf
Postage 10 cents additional
in this place last Sunday evening
TO LET—Furnished house on Oak street.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Walter Spragur
Apply to ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb$2.50 per 500 Sheets
and daughter Beulah, Herbert Dixon
Davis
28-tf
of Jefferson, Norman and George Ir
Postage to cents additional
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
ving of Somerville’hnd Appleton Babb
For eae.h additional 1000 sheets ord I housekeeping, modern conveniences, on Main
St root. TELEPHONE 211-W
25-28
of Washington.
ered at same time, add io the priot
i Charles Allard sold a horse last
LET—Eight room flat on Main street.
of first 1000,53.50 and 10 cents post | allTOimprovements.
inqhirc at RUBINSTEIN
week to Fred and Frank Nickerson of
age for each 1000.
BROS., 404 Main Street
23-tf
Jefferson.
TO LET—An upstair apartment Tor houseS. L. Bartlett and daughter Irene
THE
I keeping, of four rooms, unfurnished MRS C.
attended chizzle wizzle fair given by
O EMERY. 28 Pacific Street
Tel 142-1.
COURIER4 if
Con.v High School in Augusta last
Thursday
TO LET—Small tenement
Apply to L F
GAZETTE,
ISHASL. 45 Middle street Tel 6< -2
Ib-tf
Glen-rood Hopkins and L. W Bart
u»t who zre working it Curtis and
T0 LET—Fumkiied roofce well heated bath
Rockland, Maine
I MBS OTIS. 39 Gro”6 St Tel. 182-2
6-tf
Roe’s sal!'. it Sand Hill, were home
Sunday.
TO LET—Somebody it needing a bcu^e cr
I rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
S. L. Bartlett has
received a con
Those small ads In The Courier- you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
signment of fertilizer and wil, also
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
handle what was left of the Essex Gazette are read by everybody. That
and
musical
instruments
or
anything
that
regoods consigned last year tn the late is why they are so popular and .iuir,-. . dry, .1. .11 room Town rt i onable.
brt
’
tg
Immediate
returns
J li. 1L1L. 221 MaUi
Rockhuid. 4>tf
’! F Joses.

|

all charter members of the Granite
Cutters Union and all of whom worked
on the governmertt job at Dix Island,
afterwards coming to Clark Island
where they made their permanent
homes. He was also a member of the
Sons of St. George of Quincy, Mass.

Eggs and Chicks

FOR SALE—Double tenement house, 28 and 30
Masonic Si, with extra lot of land on Grace
Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U.
COLLINS, 375 Main St.. Rockland, or MRS. E.
KELLEY, Fairfield. Maine.
78-tf

FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider, fresh every
day from choice apples
Delivered anywhere.
Drop e,e a card
JAMES H SIMONTON,
Rockland, R F D.
128-tf

MisceDaneout
IF YOU ARE OUT OF WORK OR IF YOUR
present business does not require your full
time, wiiy not make more money bv trynig
the income insurance business
Full or part
time salesmen wanted.
Experience unneces
sary. Our contracts sell easily. Our company
is just a little different We specialize in pro
tecting the incomes of all working people.
Something new. In great demand at present.
Full instructions and free assistance given.
See or write to W W. MORSE, vice prealdent,
312 Fidelity Building. Portland Me
27-28

RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE—For The Ladles’
Home Journal, 12 issues. $2; Saturday Even
ing Post. .52 issues. $2.50 ; The Country’ Gentle
PLYMOUTH ROCK and R. I. RED EGGS- For man. 52 issues, $1 : with FRED E HARDEN,
27*30
hatching: also pure blue Barred P. R cockerels Rockiand, Maine. Phone 35-3.
for mating
Inquire of G. H. BLETHEN. or
PUBLIC”AUTO~AND”TAXI SERVICE-^Caii
MR. RAWSON, 50 Holmes St.
28*31
H^y£«_GARAGE Telephone 511-W 28*38

SILK REMNANTS—For fancy work, quilts,
EGGS FOR HATCHING—Fulll blooded 8 C
For 25 cents will
White Leghorn or White Plymouth Rock and pillow tops, portieres, etc
Leghorn crossed. S JAY CANDAGE, 194 Cam mail large package of assorted colors. HOME
SILK
WORKS.
Box
427,
Rockland.
Me. 26*33
den Street.
28*31
NOTICE—I wlil bo ready to whitewash and
FOR SALE R. I. Red Baby Chicks. 18th of do mason work by tiie first of March; also any
March and later, at C. E. WARD’S. South other kind of building' repair work, either by
Thomaston
27-39
the day or by tlie liour. J. N. MAILHOTTE,
Union, Me
Box 103
24-35

Miscellaneous

ANYBODY—Wanting to make a lace gradu
ation dress or partv lace dress will do well to
call at 38 FRANKLIN STREET
22-tf

INCOME TAX RETURNS—I am prepared to
PHILBROOK’S TRANSFER-Local and bmg
give asslstaucc In making out tax returns. distance trucking: also baggage tranab-r. Tel.
ROBERT U. COLLLNS, 375 Main St Tel 77. 374-W
AUSTIN T PH1LBROOK
12*30
6-tf

ENGRAVE!) CARDS—Call it this cSc* «35

NOTICE—B B Ftllnser© is authorized to rep exxuise styles !? you already have a elite
resent The Courier-Gazette In Encx county md bring it in and let
print you cirds in latest
to receipt for money paid on new and old eub- s,ize
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
3-tf
serintiong.
lflft-tf
DENTAL NOTICE—I wish to announce thit
I
am
now
in
my
office
every
day.
DR.
J. H.
REAL ESTATE—Bought and sold. For quick
10-tf
returns list your property with us
KNOX DAMON, Dentist. Teleplmue 593 R
REAL ESTATE CO
299 Main St, Spear
LADIES—Reliable etock of hair goods at the
Block
Tel. 376M
OfAco hours, 8 to 12, Rockland n.-Hf Store. 336 Main Mt
Mail «»r1 to a. 6 to 9.
29-If
dent solicited ULLIN C. RHUDLU.
18-tf

£very-Other-L>ay

io Social Circles

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 5,
THE CHAPMAN CONCERT
Artists tf High Merit Delight Large
and Appreciative Audience.

......................................................... 770

Mr.R. C. H. Berry nnd Mrs. C. A.
Leighton left yesterday for Philadel
phia, where they will make an ex
tended visit.
The \V. C. T. U. held a very inter
esting meeting yesterday afternoon at
Ihe home of Mrs. N. B. Dunton. Mrs.
Rebecca
Ingraham
describe^ her
visit to the State Prison. Mrs. Lettie
Whitten tnld of distributing anti-to
bacco literature, and
Mrs.
Hope
Brewster told of the State conference
which she recently attended in Au
burn. Tlie campaign for members is
on.
Mrs. Sarnh L. Kaler has been called
lo New York to he with her sister,
Mrs. Emma Slattery, who is lying
very ill at Grace churrrti rectory.
Mrs. W. O, Fuller who has spent
•he I>ast three weeks with friends in
Boston and vicinity arrives home to
day.

L. O. Haskell returned to Burnt Is
land Coast Guard Station Thursday,
after spending 10 days’ furlough at
his home in this city.
Mr. nnd Mrs. George M.
attended the automobile
Portland this week.

Simmons
show In

The March meeting of Lady Knox
Chapter. D. A. B. will be held with
the Misses Thorndike and Cochran at
the Purchase street School next Mon
day. Members will meet at the Maine
Central R. R. station at 2.45 instead
of 3 p. m., as they will visit each
grade in the building, where the pu
pils wili render an appropriate pro
gram. Mr. and Mrs. Hull will he
present and Mr. .Hyll wijl speak on
"Patriotic Education.*'

Mrs. Lizzie Libby will entertain the
Pythian Sisters Sewing Circle Mon
day evening at her home No. 12
Chestnut street.
The Bird Rranch of the Sunshine
Society will meet with the president,
Mrs W. B. Miles, Monday afternoon
2 to 5. Quilting in to be done and a
large crowd desired.
Miss Adelaide Snow has returned
from Brookline, Mass., where she has
been spending the winter with Mrs.
A. S. Snow.
Mrs Anr.ie M. Sadler of Swan's
Island was brought to Knox Hospital,
Sunday suffering from a bad disloca
tion of Ihe right arm, caused by fall
ing heavily on the doorstep. An Xray examination yesterday revealed
ihe exact nature of her injuries which
Are being treated carefully. With
Mrs. Sadler at the present time are
her husband, her daughter, Mrs. Clara
Grant: nnd her son Emerson Sadler.
H. U. Singhi of New York a son of
the late Wellington G. Singhi, has
heen in the city this week on business.

Kendrick Searles is home from
Portsmouth. N. H., on a furlough.

edness to Mr. Chapman for his loyalty
and what he has meant musically to
Maine. The program was VPry inter
estingly arranged, giving Mr. Guarneri,
baritone, perhaps the best chance to
display his abilities as a true Italian
with a fine Neapolitan voice nnd man
ner. The tenor and baritone duets
were admirably sung and the voices
blended remarkably well, Tostl’s Serenala being especially pleasing.
The
“Toreador,” from Carmen, was fine, i
displaying the dramatic sense as only
an Italian ean.
We were very glad that Mr. Chap
man brought Mr. Lawrie to us. His
voice, a rich tenor with baritone big
ness, seems to insure a future that few
may attain. It was felt that his seeetlons might have been made to ap
peal more to the heartstrings and with
little less dramatic stress. It is hard
to beat a real American with his sin
cerity of tone and sentiment.
We
would like to hear Mr. Lawrie again,
as an American first,
with more
things like “Keep On Hoping,” and
Dawn in the Desert" by the Califor
nia girl Composer, Gertrude Ross.
Madame Sokoloff, the young violin
ist, charmed the audience with her
sweet personality and fine musician
ship.
Her rendition
of Sarasate's
Gypsy Dance and Zapateado displayed
t remarkable agility and lightness of
bow
manipulation that is rarely
equalled.
The audience, a highly appreciative
and enthusiastic one, got special joy
out of the Chapman composition,
Down In Maine," its most refreshing
sentiment being abundantly brought
out by Mr. Lawrie.
Rockland feels indebted to Mr.
Chapman for the opportunity to hear
such fine musicians.
We wish he
might bring two such concerts a year
instead of one, for Rockland music
lovers surely live a very starved ex
istence—not from choice, as was early
seen by the size and enthusiasm of
this audience—but from necessity. We
wish there were more people of Mr.
Chapman's energetic .tnil enterprising
capabilities who could bring us a little
taste of New York oceasjunally.
All honor to the Philharmonic So
ciety for their part In bringing this
concert to us. The program:
Part 1
Duet—-Act V., La Boherae,
Puccini
Messrs. Lawrie and Ruamerl
Saint-Saens
Rondo Capriccioso,
M-adele’.ne Sokoloff
(a) Teo Yeux,
Rabey
Pesaard
(b) L’Adleu du Matin,
(c) When ihe Stars Were Brightly Shining,
Puccini
Justin Lawrie
Eri Tu—The Masked Ball,
Verdi
Fernando Guarneri
Sarasate
Gypsy Dances,
Madeleine Sokoloff
Part II.
f»uet—Serena ta,
Tontl
Messrs Lawrie and Guarneri
(a) I’ll Follow You,
Maley
(b) Bon Joir ma Belle
Behrand
(c) No Limit.
Crist
Justin Lawrie
Rogers
(a) The Star,
(b) Toma-a-Surriento (Neapolitan),
Curtis
(c) Toreador—Cat men.
Bizet
Fernando Guarneri
(a) What Is there hid in the heart of a Rose?
Brotheroe
(b) Dawn in the Desert,
Ross
<c> Down In Maine, words by E L. Chapman,
W. R. Chapman
Justin Lawrie
(a) Air on G String,
Bach
(b) From the Canebrake,
Gardner
Sara sate
(O Zapateado,
Madeleine Sokoloff
Duet—Solemoi in quest ,ora,
Verdi
Messrs Lawrie and Guarneri

The Tippecanoe Club was reorgan
ized Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Fred Ward. The new officers
are: President, Mrs. Ward; vice pres
ident, Mrs. Nelson Carr; secretary,
EMPIRE THEATRE
Mrs. Emile Coombs: treasurer, Mrs.
Lewis Small. The afternoon was
Elaine Hammerstein has a novel
spent in sewing. Lunch was served.
The next meeting will be with Mrs. theme in today’s feature picture RThe
Coombs. 34 Crescent street, Thursday. Woman Game." She is seen in the
role of an impoverished society beauty,
Members of the Harmony Club are who seeks to make a good marriage be
making every effort to bring outside cause of the laments of ’ her mother
talent to the music-lovers of Rock who impresses upon the girl that this
iand. The club is asking the support is her duty. She is surounded by a
rapable cast and the entire production
of everyone nnd csivecinlly of musicis another big success for the Selznick
enthusiasts, to make the work of its
studios. The wealth of detail notice
30 artive members really worth while.
able in all Selznick pictures is present
Plans are being made for most at and the
usual wonderful
interior
tractive social times, the proceeds of scenes are much in evidence.
which together with the dues of the
Robert Warwick has a splendid role
club, are to be used for the bringing in "The City of Masks" Monday and
of talent to Rockland. A musicale Tuesday, It is a powerful picture.
and auction party is being planned —adv.
for Thursday. March 10, at 2 o'clock,
at Odd Fellows hall. Tickets may be
LET—
G. B. BLOOM
obtained of club members at 50 cents
aplefe.
Paper Your Rooms
Mrs. Joseph Dondis and son Mere
dith arrived yesterday from Boston,
where the boy has been receiving sur
gical treatment.

——
W. P, Quiner has returned home aft
ter spending several days with rela
tives in Marblehead, Mass.
Mrs. H. R. Winchenbaugh of Rock
land Highlands spent Wednesday with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. G, A.
Burns.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh who has
heen teaching in Quincy, Mass., is
spending the vacation with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Winchenhaugh.
Shirley and Gertrude Burns of Wal
doboro
are stopping with their
grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. G. A.
Burns, while their mother is at the
Knox Hospital in Rockland.
Miss Theresa K. Burns is spending
the weekend in Rockland, the guest
of her sister, Mrs. H. R. Winchenhaugh.
Anderson Creamer of Back Cove
called at Thomas Creamer’s Thursday
Several from here attended the 25tb
annoversary of the Good Luck Re
bekah lodge and annual roll call last
Tuesday evening.
Eugene Knights of Augusta is vis
iting his sister, Mrs. Dora Stahl.

ALWAYS GOOD and GOOD ALWAYS
WHEAT.

TELEPHONE 592-13
28-30
>1 -

Bags each, $1.65

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS OR TELEPHONE OUR RETAIL STORE,
TELEPHONE 219-740
/

a

g

Stover’s Pride Feeds
DENOTE HIGHEST QUALITY
For sale by most dealers and general stores in Southern Maine

STOVER’S PRIDE
25% DAIRY RATION

Packed

STOVER’S PRIDE
DRY MASH
Guaranteed to produce
more eggs or money re
funded.

1

Guaranteed 25'< protein
the highest grade ration
on the market.

in

New

1

100 lb.
STOVER’S PRIDE
SCRATCH FEED

White

STOVER’S PRIDE
20% MILK RATION

~ Cotton

Triple screened. To be
fed with dry mash for
best results.

Bags

The best of its kind. A
perfect balanced ration.

i

Besides the above “STOVER’S PRIDE FEEDS” are also manufactured and
packed in 100 pound new white cotton bags as follows:
STOVER’5 PRIDE FANCY STOCK FEED, STOVER’S PRIDE BABY CHICK
FEED, STOVER’S PRIDE INTERMEDIATE CHICK FEED, STOVER’S PRIDE

GROWING FEED, AND STOVER’S PRIDE HOG FEED.

Insist on Stover’s Pride Flour and Feeds. The name denotes the Quality

H.
WHOLESALE GRAIN DEALERS

RETAIL BRANCH—32 UNION SI

Phone our Retail Store—219 or 740.

A good old Western story, in whicli
the hero can draw his gun just a
little ahead of all comers is told today
under the title of “Drag Harlan," with
William Farnum as the aforesaid
hero. The story concerns a myste
rious personage,
whose name
is
uttered with trembling lips by every
man, woman and chid in the West—
"Drag" Harlan, whose strange "han
dle" was won by a peculiar trick in
drawing his gun in a fight. There is
enough gun-play to satisfy the mo3t
exacting spectator, yet there is none
of that tawdry cheapness or luridness
which so often creeps into this sort of
picture. Coming, “Tlie River's End.”
—Adv.

FREE DELIVERY DAILY

bor visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Hall, came home Sunday.
Merle Robbins who has had work at
Charles Pinkham ws taken to the Razorville this winter, has finished
hospital in Rockland for treatment there, and is at home.
Tuesday.
Mrs. E. A. Matthews is visiting
Mrs. Ervin Powell and little daugh
friends in Bath.
ter Dycal of West Washington are
i Robert Payson is sick with measles. visiting her sister, Mrs. Alice Robbins,
Mr. and Mrs John Creighton were
in Rockland on business Wednesday. and her aunt, Mrs. E. A. Fossett.
Everett Ripley who has heen in
The supper at the Congregational
church last Thursday night was very Massachusetts for several months, has
well attended considering th bad trav returned home.
Mrs. Myra Calph and daughter Lot
eling. About twenty dollars was tak
en in and the ladies arc very pleased. tie of Burkettville are stopping with
Alex Fuller is on a trip to New her parents, Mr and Mrs. A. J. Suke
forth. Mr. Sukeforth is in poor health.
York.
Mrs. Emma Fossett and daughter,
Irving Matthews Is visiting his
Mrs. W. C. Perry, were guests of Mrs.
grandparents at Swan Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Day were guests Hattie Whitten Sunday.
J. C. Simmons and family were in
of Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Noyes Tues
Rockland Tuesday on business.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Sukeforth and
Every issue, of The Courier-Gazette
two children of South Liberty, called
on Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sukeforth, Sun carries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
day.
Wilt Hall w’ho has been at New Har many foreign lands.

Palmer Engines
Sizes 2 to 75 H. P., two and four
cycle; one to six cylinders. Re
duced prices for 1921. Send for
catalogue.

60 Willow Street
Rockland, Me.
28-tf

PALMER BROS.

THE NEW

United States Disc Separator
“Meets the Dairyman's every whim,
Leads the world for closest skim."

Portland, Maine

The New United States Separa
tor stands for Superiority, Sim
plicity, Durability, Adapta
bility, and is unrivaled in perfect
skimming, ease of operation and
accessibility to parts; sanitary, of
pleasing appearance, practically
noiseless,—in fact the New United
States Separator means to the
dairyman what the United States
of America means to the world—
“The Leader.”

23 28

No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.

THE

CONDITION

—OF THE—

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
At Rockland, in the State of Maine at the close of business on Feb. 21, 1921.
RESOURCES

$777,023 19
289 90

Loans and discount* ................................. ..............................................................

Overdrafts, unsecured ........................................... ..........................................
U S. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value) .......................
Pledged to secure postal saving* deposits (par value) ..........................
Owned and unpledged ........................................................................................
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamps acuall.v owned ............
Total U. S. Government securities ................................................................
Securities other than U. S. bonds (not including stocks)
owned
and unpledged .........................................................................................
Collateral Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not less
than one year nor more than three years' time........................................
Total bonds, securities, etc, other than U. S............................................

85,000
9.000
13.446
2.287

00
00
04
OS

Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50% of subscription) .........................
Value of banking house, owned aud unincumbered ................................
Furniture nnd fixtures ........................................................................................
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ................................................
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national hanks ...................
Checks on other banka in the same city dr town as reporting bank ..
Total of Items 13 nnd 16 .................................................................................
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
and other cash items .................................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from IL S Treasurer
interest earned but not collected—approximate—on Notes and Bills
Receivable not past due ...........................................................................

Total ................................ . ................................................ ...........

All interested dairymen will want to
see this wonderful machine and have it
fully explained.

109,733 12
422,859 43

34,704 13
457,563
10.792
3.600
20 00ft
1,000
50,170
57.727
982

Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock.........................................

58,709 79

56
50
00
Oft
00
08
70
09

656 19
4250 00

I Inited C
V stateO

E. A. MATTHEWS

NEW DISC BOWL

UNION, MAINE

CREAM SEPARATOR WITH

Come and see

215

600 00
$1,494,388 33
—

LIABILITIES
CaplAl stock paid lo

-—

..........................................................................................

borrowed ........................................... ............................................................
Dividends unpaid .......................,......................................................................
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Re
serve Items 33. 34, 35, 36. 37 and 38 ................................................
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed .......................
Postal savings deposits .....................................................................................
Other time deposits..............................................................................................
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 41 and 42 ...................

Total ............................................................ .. ................................................

30.960 9ft
2,446 34

100.000 00
20,000 00

28,514 56

PROniSE and

2.000 00
80,200 no
242,450 81

PERFORHANCE

1,799 00
150 00
244.399 81

.019.273 96

What we promise we always fulfill.

20,200 00
309 29
998.704 67

do solemnly swear that the above
EDWARD F. BERRY, Cashier
February, 1921
TIRRELL. Notary Public

We

are devoted to the task of maintaining a

$1,494,388 33

high standard of banking service.

56 The amount of money loaned ON CALL OR DEMAND, by this bank on bond nnd stock
collateral, in New York City, including bothloans made directly to borrowers and those
through its New York correspondents, on thedate of this report was $30,000 00.

State of Maine, County of Knox, at:
I, Edward F. Berry, Cashier of the above named bank,
statement Is trua to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Subscribed and aworu to befora mo this 28th day of
[8eal)
FRANK A.
Corwcb-Attest: ARTHUR B. PACKARD.
Directors.
KRNEST C DAVIS,
EXSION OTIS.

"Of course,” said Daddy, “we
haven’t any penguins around here.
Thr birds who walk upright and who
swim in the water and who look as
though they were little gentlemen
dressed up In white-fronted evening
shirts, and who live far away from
here are known as penguins.
“But this story of Mrs. King Pen
guin is true in a way of many and
many a bird mother.
“I don’t mean that bird mol hers
will take other things to love and to
mother, such as pebbles or little stones
in place of their eggs, but they all
feel so distressed when their eggs are
stolen. And this Is the way Moth
er King Penguin felt as other mother
King penguins had before her.
“ ‘They’ve robbed me of my egg,’
she eried; ‘my egg which I was to
have seen hatch out into a baby. Yes,
Mi. King Penguin and 1 were to have
seen that. We were so happy. 1 call
him Mr. King Penguin or Daddy Pen
guin because I do not want to put
on airs just because I belong to the
King penguin family.
“‘And we were simple and natural.
We did what we should do, and yet
this is what happens to us. Oh, dear,
oh, dear,’ and Mother King Penguin
cried, a sad sad cry.
" ‘It is too much,’ said her mate;
‘too much, too much. I’ve heard the
travelers here talking of birds where
they come from.
“ ‘They’ve said that sometimes the
eggs of the birds have been stolen,
and they have felt so badly about it.
How cruel It Is of anyone to ever
steal eggs.
Why, we wouldn’t go
around and steal their little baby,
brothers and sisters, and I’m sure the
birds where they live wouldn’t do
such a- thing either. I’ve heard that
birds have never done such a thing.
“ ‘And yet I’ve heard that many
aftd many has heen the time when the
nests cf little birds have heen robbed.
" ‘Just suppose that we should go
about to the houses and we should go
to people’s back yards and take the
little babies out of their carriages and
go-carts and cribs; what would folks
think of us?
‘•‘Hens, I’ve been told, lay some
eggs which tliey ore allowed to hatch
out into little chicks, but they know,

UNION

PARK THEATRE

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
Individual deposits subject to check ...................................................................
many foreign landa.
Certificates or deposit due in less than 30 days (other than for money

Will repair and overhaul
Ford cars. Have had long
experience and guarantee
prompt and satisfactory ser
vice.

THIS WHEAT IS WASHED FIVE TIMES BEFORE MILLING.

Barrels in 1-8 bags, $12.50

Surplus fund .................................................................................................... .
Undivided profits ................................................................................................
Less current expenses, interest, and taxes paid........................................
Interest and discount collected pr credited, in advance of maturity
and not earned (approximate) ...............................................................
Circulating notes outstanding .........................................................................

WALL & JORDAN

i — cl,fiiqw' rr viuw" NnnwtLuwoH'

"STOVER’S PRIDE FLOUR” IS MADE FROM THE CHOICEST WINTER

Portland Pier

REPORT OF

dY^AAREY GRAHAM BOflNER.

STEALING EGGS.

—Stnd Card to-—

DUTCH NECK

Daddy’s
^Evei\ii\&
Fairy Tale

STOVER’

In >dd:'.lon to personal notes recording de
The audience was more than happily
partures and arrlrala, this department especial
ly desires Information of social happenlnKS, satisfied In
the Chapman concert
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
Thursday evening and feels an Indebt
telephone will oe gladly received.
TELEPHONE

Page SevefI

1921,

4% interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Die Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
mi

MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM

whim

Fcund a Smooth Stone.

too, they’re supposed to lay eggs as
part of the food for farmers tihd their
wives nnd their children and their
families and theli4 friends, and so
forth.
“’But It Is so very, very different
with birds,
“ ‘Oh, It Is terrible, now I have no
egg. My little baby egg, my little egg
which was to have been a little pen
guin, with a soft, downy body Is gone.
’“How well I know now how a
mother bird feels, nnd how her moth
er heart cries out for the eggs that
were stolen.’
"Then Mother King Penguin found n
smooth stone, something the shape of
the egg which had been stolen from
her, nnd she tool; (he stone and she
loved It, and she tried to pretend It
was real and that it was an egg, and
that it would hatch.
“ *Oh,’ she cried, ‘If only I could
moke this stone an egg which would
lin'tch out Into a little penguin. But
it Is cold nnd bard. Yet, I’ll makebelieve for a time. It will make me
happier that way.’
"And Mother King Pjgiguln picked
up the stone and sut upon it afid tried
to warm It with her warm feathers.
"‘My little baby,’ she cried; ‘my lit
tle egg which will become a buby pen
guin.
’“And your mother will feed you.
and will give yon everything to make
you strong. You will he a fine |>enguln, and later on some Miss Penguin
will be so proud to be your mate, or if
you’re a Miss Penguin you'll be so
popular with all the Mr. Penguins nnd
they will all invite you to he their
mate, and you will choose the bravest
and the finest of the lot.
“ ‘And your mother will teach you
how to swim and how to use your
precious wings to swim with.
" ‘You’ll be ipy baby, my baby pen
guin.’ And then Mother Penguin
cciild make-believe no longer. She
knew she was only silling on a stonp.
And so mothers feel when their eggs
are stolen.”

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
Roads offer no special inducements
for pleasure excursions just now, as
ihe frost is coming out and there is
from six to ten inches of sticky, sloppy
mud in many places.
Mr. Lockhart Morris is in the Silsby
Hospital for surgical treatment.
Chester Dyer who is chopping be
hind the mountain for Thorndike &
tones, cut his foot so severely that
eleven stitches were required to close
the wound.
Lucy and Stanley Quinn are sick
with measles and their father, George
Quinn, has Just recovered from them.
They are all quite comfortable at pres
ent.
Jacob Farrington is staying with his
sister, Mrs. Fannie Langmaid, at the
head of Rankin street.
Saturday night Ray Carroll, while
passing the turn near his home, was
run into hy some boys sliding, knocked
■down, and rendered unconscious until
Sunday morning. No permanent in
jury has apparently resulted, as he is
out again and to all appearances as
well as usual.
The 4.30 car to the Highlands is
crowded to capacity these days, both
seats and standing room taken and
yet nobody grumbles or crowds or
even scowls. It is just a jolly, happy,
good nntured crowd bent on having a
go. 1 time and making the best of
things under difficulties. It Is worth
taking the trip at that hour just to
study human nature and to note the
accommodating, helpful spirit dis
played by old and young alike.
No. 1448. Reserve District No. 1
REPORT OF THE CONDITION

—OF THE

Rockland National Bank
At Rockland, in the State of Maine, at
the close of business on Feb. 21, 1921.
RESOURCES
Loans nnd Discounts,
including rediscounts
(except those shown
in b nnd c),
$852,061 48
d Notes and bills re
discounted with Feder
175.9B1 48
al Reserve Bank,
76,100 00
297 25
Overdrafts, unsecured,
Customers’ liability ac
count of “Acceptances"
executed by this hank
nnd by other banks
for account of this
bank, nnd now out
511.040 no
standing,
U. S. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure
circulation
(U.
S.
bonds par value),
150,000 00
Pledged as collateral
for State or other de
posits or bills payable,
10,400 no
Owned and unpledged,
27,139 84
Total U. S. Govern
ment securities,
187,539 84'
Other Bonds, Securities, ate.:
Bonds (other than U.
S. bonds) pledged to
secure U. S deposits. 18,102 80
Securities other than
U. S. bonds (not In
cluding stocks) owned
and unpledged,
483,427 78
Collateral Trust and
other notes of corpor
ations issued for not
less than one year nor
more than three years'
time,
42.232 00
Total bonds, securl
ties, etc., other than
US.,
543,762 58
Stocks, other
than
Federal Reserve Bank
stock,
6,305 00
Stock of Federal Re
serve Bank (50 per
cent ofsubscription),
7,500 00
Value of banking house,
owned and unincum
bered,
20,000 00
Furniture
and fix
tures,
1,116 86
Lawtul reserve with
Federal ReserveBank,
51,874 20
Cush in vault and
net amounts due from
nationul banks,
49,109 01
Net a mounts due from
banks, bankers, and
trust companies in
the
United
States,
(other than included
in above Items,
10,606 27
Checks on other banka
in the same city or
town
as
reporting
bank.
3,610 14
Total of three next
preceding items,
63,325 42
Checks on banka locat
ed outside of city or
town of reporting bank
and other cash items,
4,169 49
Redemption fund with
U. S. Treasurer and
due from U. S. Treas
urer,
7,500 00
Interest earned hut not
collected, approximate,
on Notes and Bills Re
ceivable not past due,.
3,561 98
Total,

$1,722,896 10

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In,
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits,
47,888
Less current expenses,
Interest and taxes paid,
8,117
Interest and discount
collected or credited,
in advance of maturity
and not earned (ap
proximate),
Amount reserved for
all interest accrued,
Circulating notes out
standing,
Net amounts due to
banks, bankers, and
trust companies in the
United
States
and
foreign countries,
Certified checks out
standing.
Total of two next pre
ceding items,
7,183
flmand Deposits (other
ban bank deposits)
subject
to
Reserve
(deposits
payable
within 30 days) :
Individual
deposits
subject to check.
Certificates of deposit
due in iess than 30
(lays,
Dividends unpaid.
Total of demand de
posits
(other
than
bank deposits) subject to reserve,
371,036
Timo Deposits subject
to Reserve (payable
after 30 days, or sub
ject to 30 days or more
notice),
Certificates of deposit.
Other time deposits,
Total of time deposits,
subject to reserve,
811.273
Bills
payable
with
Federal Reserve Bank,
“Acceptances” execut
ed by this hank for
customers,
Liabilities for redis
counts with Federal
Reserve Bank
(see
Lem Id),
Total,

6156,666 06
106,000 00

41

43

39,770 98

5.322 47
9,609 96
139,700 00

1.663 27
5,520 00
27

356,180 64

14,178 56
677 00

20

32,194 56
809.078 66
22

9,000 06
50,000 00

76,100 00

$1,722,896 10

Slate of Maine, County of Knox, «w.
I, H E Robinson, Cashier of the aboveWise Young Lady.
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
Traveler—Ah. Miss Merry ton. If you statement is true to the best or inv knowledge
and belief.
H. E. ROBINSON, Cashier.
want to see Nature at Its best you
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd
should take a trip through the pine day of March, 1921.
(Seal)
woods of Norway.
EDWARD C. MORAN, JR. Notary Public
Miss Merryton—Wouldn’t It he Correct—Attest: GEO. W. BACHELDER,
N B ALLEN.
grand’ And I do so dote on pineapple!
F. A. THORNDIKE.
Directors.

Facts the First Requisite.
Facts are to the mind what food
EDWARD K. GOULD
Is to the body. On digestion of facts
depends the strength of the one, just
Attorney at Law
as on assimilation of food depends
the vigor of the other. That man 1s CnRNFH TILIMIM AVIT. aid MAIM STItEFT
wisest in council who has digested ths
largest

number

of

facta

A. C. MOORE
Those small ads in The CourierPIANO TUNER 4
Gazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
With th. Maia, rtaala Oaaiway
effective.
■FIIOINCE TELEPHONE, MM.

THE GRADE PUPILS

OFEICIAL LIST OF NOMINATIONS

Sheridan Bartlett brought a hand
ful of pitcher plants to Grade 8-B
last week. Spring is surely on the
way.
• • • •
To vote a straight party ticket, place a cross (X) in the square above the
Shells, specimens of minerals and
party group of candidates for whom you desire to vote; or omit the cross (X)
many other interesting things have
recently been added to the cabinet in the large square above the party group and place a cross (X) in each of the
small squares at the right of the names of the respective candidates in the
collection in Grade 8-A.
• « * «
party column.
A newspaper error in the report of
the “good conduct contest” gave the
To vote other than a straight party ticket, omit the cross (X) in the large
victory to Grade 7-A. In reality square at the head of the column and place a cross (X) in the small square at
Grade S-A were the winners.
the right of the names of such candidates as you wish to vote for in any of the
• • • •
The writing contest in Grade 6 party columns. It the name of a candidate of your choice' is not on the ballot,
Purchase street closed Monday with strike out the name under the designation of the office in any of the columns,
John Scott as leader followed by Ce- write in the new name and place a cross (X) in the square at the right.
lara Thompson, Evelyn Elwell and
Madelyn Buhler. Much enthusiasm is
As an optional method of voting other than the straight party ticket, place
a cross tX) iff the large square at the top of the column, strike out the name
aroused by these congests.
• • • •
of any candidate thereunder whom you do not wish to vote for, and if you
Miss Anna J. Thorndike, Grade 3, wish to vote for the candidate of another party for that office, place a cross (X)
Purchase street school, is again on in the square at the right of his name as printed in any other column. If you
duty. Recent guests at the School wish to vote for a candidate whose name is not on the ballot, strike out the
were Miss Ellen McIntyre, a teacher name printed under the designation of the office in the column at the head of
in the Bluehill Schools; Miss Louise which you have placed the cross and write in the new name in the blank space
Frohock, teacher in Sanford, Mrs. underneath.
Edith Hall Mills, a former teacher in
Stickers shall not be counted unless used to fill a vacancy or correct an
grade one.
• • • •
error in the printed ballot.
O. E. FLINT, City Clerk.
As the pupils in Grade 6 McLain
are not supplied with modern text
books for the study of the new na
tions of Europe, they have decided to
make one showing. Europe of today.
It is difficult to find up-to-date infor
□
□
mation but the boys and girls are
searching through the current maga
zines.
• • • •
REPUBLICAN
DEMOCRAT
In Grade 1 at McLain Building the
For
Mayor
For Mayor
pupils who have had perfect Arithme
tic papers for a week are Henry Ben JAMES E. STEVEN’S,
t Q
□ REUBEN S. THORNDIKE
son, Ruth Barnes. Cyrus Pinkham,
14 Summer Street. Ward Three
310 Linieroek Street, Ward Seven
Nelson Rokes. Robert Hussey. Walter
□
Conary, Evelyn Segal. Wilbur Connon,
□
Jennie CohPn,
Mavis
McMahon,
For Alderman
For Alderman
Graham Hills, Clinton Fiekett, Dick
Knowlton. Ruth Purling and Made
Lendon C. Jackson
□ Martin S. Britto
line Coffey.
14 Camden Street. Ward One
• • • •
20 Frederick Street, Ward One
The Purchase Street unit of the
□
□
Parents' Association observed open
For Common Councilmen
For Common Councilmen
house day last week Friday after
noon. The first part was given In the
Harvey
B. Mank
Frederick
J.
Hull
□
regular school work. At 2.30 the
36 Camden Street, Ward One
16 Rocky Hill Avenue, Wald One
Crescent street joined them in the
following program: Grade 1. Purchase
□
□
recitation, Joanne Moulaison; Mak
ing the Flag, Virginia Proctor, Wil Earl U. Chaples
Charles
L.
Dunning
□
liam Ripley; Grade 2, Purchase, flag
156 Camden Street, Ward One
88 Camden Street, Ward One
drill and poem. Thomas Sweeney and
_□
□
school; Grades 1 and 2 Crescent and
Purchase, group of songs; Grades one
Charles L. Chase
□ Llewellyn C. Ames
and 2 Crescent, flag play, Norman
158 Camden Street, Ward One
33 Glen Street, Ward One
Barbour, Catherine Snow,
Harold
Snowman, Elizabeth Racklffie, Ken
□
□
neth Cousins, Faith I-urvey; Grade 3
For Warden
Purchase, song, George Washington,
For Warden
School;
Recitation,
The
Village
Olive
M.
Sylvester
John
Colson
□
Blacksmith, June Brewer; Grade 4,
72 Camden Street. Ward One
99 Camden Street, Ward One
Crescent, dialogue, February, Eliza
beth Kirkpatrick and Jacob Jacob
□
□
son; Grade 4. Purchase, recitation,
Hats Oft', Katherleen
Nosworthy,
For Ward Clerk
For Ward Clerk
I.cah Kellar, Hazel Pendexter, Mil
□
□ Eva D. Ames
dred Hamilton; Grade 5 Purchase, Myrtle W. Herrick
duet, Gladys Oliver and Johrf'McInnis:
92 Camden Street, Ward One
33 Glen Street. Ward One
drill. Red. White and Blue, by girls;
□
□
Grade 6 Purchase, group of songs.
School;
recitation,
America,
My
Home Land, Madelyn Morey; Fag Sa
lute and song. Remarks. Supt. Hull.
The first open house day was a great
□
success, fully ninety persons being
present.

MONDAY,

MARCH 7, 1921

WARD ONE

WARD TWO

republican

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

JAMES E. STEVENS
14 Summer Street, Ward Three

ex Rickard, boxing promoter, took
• Tuesday the interests of William
Irady of New York and Charles H.
hrane of -London in the world’s
vy-weight
championship match
veen Jack Dempsey and Georges
pentier which the three promoters
inally agreed last November to
|c in 1921.
t the same time that Rickard
ded to the attorney for Brady, who
'oehrane’s New York representa, a check for 166,666.66, representBrady's and Cochrane’s share of
$100,000 posted by the promoters
signing the papers, he announced
dally that the match would be
I Saturday, July 2.
ickard announced, however, that
location for the bout, which was
lave been made known this week,
not yet been selected and that he
asked the two boxers for a 30
s extension.

□

Far Ward Clerk

For Warden

William E. Sweeney
10 School Street, Ward Four
□

DEMOCRAT
For Mayor

JAMES E. STEVENS
14 Summer Street, Ward Three

For Alderman
Charles E. Merritt
104 Pleasant Sireet, Ward Five

For Common Councilmen
Nora F. Wiilde «
29 Park Street, Ward Five

Walker B. Knowlton
11 Pleasant Street, Ward Five

Lincoln E. Ale Rae
84 Pleasant Street, Ward Five

For Warden
Sarah W. JLittell.
24 Myrtle Street, Ward Five

For Ward Clerk
"i

.

For Mayor
Q
Q REUBEN S. THORNDIKE
310 Limerock Street, Ward Seven

□

□

For Common Councilmen

□

For Mayor

For Mayor

I
George C, Simmons
121 Main Street, Ward Six

Nettie Freeman
5 Linden Street, Ward Six

Elsa M. Hayden
68 Mechanic Street, Ward Six

□

□

Postum Cereal (in packages) is made
by boiling a full twenty minutes.

□

Instant Postum (in tins) made in
stantly in the cup by the addition
of hot water.

'

□

For Warden

For Warden

□

Made by Postum Cereal Co.,Inc,Battle Creek.Mich.

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

1 J' 1 'i

"There’s a Reason"
Sold by grocers everywhere

j : John Buttomer
20 Clarendon Street, Ward Six

Sarah W. Tittell
138 Main Street, Ward Six

J' ajiiT"T'\!?'??

Postum comes in two forms-

Thomas J. Fleming
14 Suffolk Street, Ward Six
□

1

It is economical and convenient

For Common Councilmen

Samuel B. Aylward
15 Clarendon Sireet, Ward Six

Frank E. Aylward
7 North Street, Ward Six

Satisfying,pleasing,and nothing in
it to do harm.
Instant Postum has a rich.coffeelike flavor

For Alderman
George A. Achorn
Ingraham Field, Ward Six
□

the health drink—

This pure cereal beverage is made
’ of prime wheat, bran andmolasses.

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

□

DEMOCRAT

shipped to the Panama Canal for spud
sticks in the monster dredges main
tained to clean up any sudden slides.
New dimensions of big trees are be
ing found as the lumbermen penetrate
further and further into toe mighty
forests of the ocean slope.

Instant Postum

□

□

REPUBLICAN

□

Children May Share
□

□

□

□

Out On the Puget Sound the
Mills Tackle Big Trees.

Emma Rice Harvey
10 Berkeley Street, Ward Five

□

Ralph P. Conant
□
193 Thomaston Street, Ward Six

□ Corinne H. Edwards
70 Cedar Street, Ward Two

□

For Ward Clerk

Hazel Morse Anzalone
80 Pleasant Street, Ward Five

□

Herbert L. Churchill
27 James Street, Ward Two

Millard F. Weymouth
Lake Avenue, Ward Seven

□

For Alderman

□

□

The lumber mills at Engle Gorge on
ROCKLAND FI RE ALARM
Q Puget Sound recently cut a slick of
Q REUBEN S. THORNDIKE
310 Linieroek Street, Ward Seven
timber 44 inches square and 80 feet 25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
27 Head of Railroad Wharf
□
□ long, using a band saw. It is believed 129 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
to be the higg< st piece of timber eves I 33 Tillson Avenue
For Alderman
cut by a mill anywhere. Ta get the '34 Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
William John Sullivan
[~j monster log mi > the mill end t;p io 35 Main Street, Corner North
36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
99 Pleasant Street, Ward Five
the saws was a problem tint taxed
37 Main Street, Corner Park
□
□ the ingenuity of men of many years' 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
experience.
42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
For Common Councilmen
The tree was found near Port An 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
geles in the Olympic Peninsula It 45 Middle Street, Corner Traverse
Ira J. Shuman •
was nearly 150 feet hign, Ten feet 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
15 Pleasant Street, Ward Five
up the trunk it measured six feet 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
□ through and it tapered very little un 49 Camden and Front Streets
□
til the first limb jutted out fully 70 51 Head of Cedar Street
feet up. The tree was estimated to be 52 West Meadow Road
Kathleen Singhi McIntyre
500 years old.
53 Camden Street near F. B. Church
80 Park Street, Ward Five
The year before the 1909 exposition
□
□ here a stick of timber was handEvolution of the Harp.
The modern hnrp list been evolved
hewn near Hoquiflfii which measured
Marcellus M.’Condon
54 inches square and 70 feet in lenElh. from types found nrnong the Egyp
114 Broadway, Ward Five
There is record of'k single timber tians, Assyrians, Hebrews and various
inhes Celtic nations. No doubt the harp
□
□ made at Fort Blakely 24
square and 114 feet long.
originated In the archery of olden
For Warden
The 44-inch timber and others as limes, and the twaDg of the released
large as can he procured are being how string
1
Q Edward R. Rhodes
91 Broadway, Ward Five
□

’ ;

Reuben H. Cushman
485 Old County Road, Ward Seven

For Ward Clerk

□ Mary Anderson
West Meadow Road, Ward Seven

□

□

For Warden

SAWED BIG STICK

For Mayor

-

□

□

REPUBLICAN

□
Eugene II. Stanley
,
□
526 Old County Road, Ward Seven

For Ward Clerk

WARD FIVE

QJ

Charles K. MaeWhinnie
50 Oliver Street, Ward Seven

Rockland L. Jones
462 Old Countv Road, Ward Seven

For Ward Clerk

Mary Benner Cooper
156 Limerock Street. Ward Four

____________ □

□

□

For Ward Clerk

□

For Warden

Albert B. Burpee
104 Linieroek Street, Ward Four
□

Benjamin C. Perry
□
453 old County Road, Ward Seven

Donald II. Farrand
West Meadow Road, Ward Seven

□

For Warden

Edward A. Knowlton
216 Limerock Street, Ward Four

□

□

□

□

For Ward Clerk

Q Nellie M. Williams

Q

□

□
(""-u'"'’’iillT"'*. lllJI’Ol^llIBHii^

a

■

Building Materials Lower

REUBEN S-. THORNDIKE
310 Limerock Street, Ward Seven

JAMES E. STEVENS
14 Summer Street, Ward Three

□

Edward G. Ingraham
17 Suffolk Street, Ward Six'

WARD THREE

□

For Alderman
Raphael S. SHerplan
21 Grove Street, Ward Three

BEST GRADE

For Alderman
□

Ensign Otis
21 Lindsey Street, Ward Threi

□

□

For Common Councilmen

For Common Councilmen

John M. Richardson
43 Granite Etreet, Ward Three

□ Hope Oreenhalgh
27 Grove Street, Ward Three
□

Ethel A. Campbell
26 Granite Street, Ward Three

R. W. Hanscom
30 Grove Street, Ward Three

GEORGE W. FOSTER

□

•
□ Charles Oakes
7 Gay Street Place, Ward Three
□
□
For Ward Clerk

NIGHT PHONE 781-W.

With careful and experienced men In
charge, gives prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good judg
ment in handling all cases.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

□ Florence Lovejoy
101 Limerock Street, Ward Three
□

DAY PHONE 450.

AMBULANCE CALLS

For Warden

For Ward Clerk
Annie F. Simmons
21 Middle Street, Ward Three

□

□

□ Wallace E. Spear
279 Broadway, Ward Three
□

HIGH PRICES
LATHS 331 per cent BELOW
OF LAST YEAR

W.. H. GLOVER CO.

□ Anne F. Snow
26 Middle Street, Ward Three

jn

Catarrhal Colds

75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

Adriel U. Bird
8 Masonic Street, Ward Four

□

i

Beulah S. Ox ton
Beg Road, Ward Seven

Lucia F. Burpee
104 Linieroek Street, Ward Four

Mar: hall M. Daggett
Lake Avenue, Ward Seven

For Common Councilmen

For Common Councilmen

Willis Snow
lake Avenue, Ward Seven

|

□

□

□

For Alderman

□ Albert Winslow
406 Old County Road, Ward Seven
a
□

Edward M. Tolman
84 Broad Street, Ward Four

Frances C. Ryder
36 Masonic Street, Ward Four

□
For Alderman

For Common Councilmen
Harold A. Thomas
60 Grace Street. Ward Four

□

□

Kittredge Pharmacy pays the cost
For Warden
of a trial by refunding your money if
llyomei fails to relieve that cough or E. B. Hastings
cold you have.
Th&S3t
115 Middle Street, Ward Three

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning

Fop Common Councilmen
Horace E. Lamh
100 Limerock Street, Ward Four

JAMES E. STEVENS
14 Summer Street, Ward Three

Samuel A. Macomber
23 Amesbury Street, Ward Two

□

Lorita K. Bicknell
12 Knox Street, Ward Two

□

For Warden

DEMPSEY—CARPENTIER
Big Fight Will Take Place July 2,
But Place Not Fixed.

Clara W. Johnson
62 Warren Street, Ward Two

□

Mary E. Nye
14 John Street, Ward Two

|~| William. R. Erskine
17 Grace Street, Ward Four

j

REUBEN S. THORNDIKE
310 Linieroek Street, Ward Seven

JAMES E. STEVENS
14 Summer Street, Ward Three

For Alderman

Austin W. Smith
46 Grace Street. Ward Four

For Common Councilmen

For Warden

For Mayor

□

For Alderman

D

□ Tyler E. Clark
49 Warren Street, Ward Two
□

|~|

For Mayor

For Mayor

□

Elmer B. Crockett
29 Warren Street, Ward Two

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

□

□

□

□

REPUBLICAN

JAMES E. STEVENS
Q REUBEN S. THORNDIKE
310 Linieroek Street, Ward Seven
14 Summer Street, Ward Three

□

Harold A. Robbins
33 Rockland Street, Ward Two

For Common Councilmen

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Alderman

Frank A. Maxey
37 Warren Street, Ward Two

Eva M. Wisner
386 Broadway, Ward Two

REPUBLICAN

WARD SIX

□

Putnam P. Bicknell
12 Knox Street, Ward Two

O'

REUBEN S. THORNDIKE
310 Lime-rock Street, Ward Seven

For Alderman

WARD SEVEN

WARD FOUR

Gossipy Items Showing What
Smart Rockland Beys and To Be Voted on in the Several Wards in the City of Rockland
Girls Are Doing,
at the Municipal Election to be held on

Grade 4—Crescent street, week end
ing Feb. 25.—Those who received
rank of 100% in all arithmetic pa
pers: Kathryn Watt, Elizabeth Kirk
patrick, Mildred Staples, Goldie Mc
Auliffe, John Huijer, Charles McAu
liffe.
Grade 3 automobile race in
Arithmetic: Alberta Sprague, Merrill
Wall were the winners finishing 50
miles ahead; Mildred Witham, Bessie
Critsle, Frances Walls. Charles Seavcy, Clarence Simmons, Clifford Oliver
coming in second. Grade 2, rank of
100% in Arithmetic were Norman
Barbour, Kenneth Cousins,
Hazel
Staples. The second grade automo
bile race in Arithmetic, with the
tables of 3's, 4's and 5’s winners were
"Buick" driven by Norman Barbour,
and the "Overland" driven by Phyllis
Snowman. Grade 1.—Those not ab
sent or tardy were Faith Lurvey, Le
land Seavey, Dorothy Seavey. »
The honor roll of Grade Seven B
contains the names of these pupils
who have not been absent or tardy
this year: Lawrence Barbour, Leon
ard Campbell,
Kenneth
Daggett,
Wendell Flint, Edward Palmer, Fred
erick Seavey, Lois Reardon, Eleen
Ahlberg, Avis Blackington, Margaret
Egan, Harriet Grover, Alberta Knight,
Henriette Libby, Berla Lord, Anna
Richardson, Helen Robinson, Jeanette
Smith. In addition to these, the fol
lowing have had perfect attendance
for the nine weeks of the present
term; John Jameson, Austin Ripley,
Charles Staples,
Donald
Upham
Charles Winslow, Helen Coltart, An
nie Delmonieo, Celia Dyer, Anna Gor
don, Florence Mayo, Bertha Smalley,
Ethel Smalley.

E very-Other-Day 1
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ROCKLAND, MAINE

Jfatchet Grand. Jnice-s and

Canned Foods.

ODR MONUMENTS OR HEADSTONES
combine atistic beauty and durability
and distinctive dignity with substan
tial elegance.
You can select one In marble or
granite that will look well on
YOUR CEMETERY LOT
at almost any price you want to pay.
Come in and tell us your ideas and
we will gladly furnish estimates and
des'gns.

FRED S. MARCH

"SScTOt*1-

The New Monumental Wertroemi
□

Park St., Cor. Brisk.

Boekland,

Ms.

